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FOREWORD
• This document is submitted in accordance with Appendix A of
Contract NAS9-8939 dated 21 November 1968. The report contains
the results of the Phase I effort and represents the completion
of this phase of tide two-phase program.
This work was performed by the Martin Marietta Corporation
under the technical direction of Mr. Larry Rhodes, NASA Technical
Monitor.	 f
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ABSTRACT
As Phase I of a two-phase program, a survey study and evalua-
tion of propellant management techniques for the larger Apollo
spacecraft propulsion system was conducted. Analysis of systems
and interpretation of study results are documented in this re-
port. For evaluation purposes, the propellant management systems
are divided into six categories: non-metallic bladders and dia-
phragms, metallic diaphragms, capillary forces, sliding seal pis-
tons, metallic bellows, and miscellaneous systems. Preliminary
designs in the report are presented and their applicability to a
given set of propulsion system requirements is discussed.
Based upon the results of the evaluations, capillary propel-
lant management systems are recommended for the Phase II detail
uesign study.
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,1. INTRODUCTION
Applications of spacecraft propulsion systems require multiple
restart capability under low acceleration environments. During
thrusting periods the propellant will be positionec' over the tank
outlet; however between thrust per i ods the disturbing accelerations,
such as attitude adjustment and docking maneuvers, may cause the
propellant to migrate to other areas in the tank and become mixed
with the pressurant. Without some provision for maintaining liq-
uid over the outlet, gas-free liquid feed cannot be assured for
subsequent engine restarts unless the propellant is resettled by
an auxiliary propulsion system prior to the engine restart attempt.
While many techniques for propellant control have been proposed, for
large propulsion systems with a wide latitude in duty cycle, many
of these devices become quite unattractive fro, both a weight and
operational standpoint.
•
	
	
The primary objective of this program is the design of an ad-	 x
vanced propellant management system capable of positioning and
retaining propellants to assure gas-free liquid feed to the engine
in the presence of upsetting body forces caused by vehicle maneu-
vers. The reference configuration for evaluation is r 1,e Apollo
primary propulsion system. A sketch of the tank envelope iz shown
in Fig. 1. The guideline operating characteristics are presented
in Table I. The design goals for the advanced propellant manage-
ment system are presented in Table II.
The program is divided into two basic phases. This report,
covering the results of the Phase I work, presents a survey of
various propellant management techniques and an evaluation of the
techniques applicable to the propulsion system requirements out-
lined above. Phase II will describe detail design studies of not
more than four of the systems evaluated in Phase I.
In the Phase I survey all known methods of propellant control
were considered with the exception of propellant settling by
auxili•ry propulsion. This mode was not included since the first
Priority I design goal was to eliminate any requirement for auxil-
iary propulsion propellant settling. An extensive survey was
conducted to uncover new thoughts and ideas for propellant manage-
ment systems. The survey included both a NASA and DDC machine
literature search on related subject matter, personal contact with
various government agencies, aerospace companies, and known vendors
of expulsion systems. Although there has been a considerable ad-
vancement in the state-of-the-art of many systems in recent years,
no new techniques were discovered over those reported in previous
surveys such as that conducted by Bell Aerosystems Company (Ref.
1, 2, and 3).
Gating Systm
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Table I Propulsion System Characteristics
Oxidizer
Fuel
Pressurant Gas:
Entering Temperature
Tank Volume
Operating Pressure
Oxidizer Flowrate
Fuel Flowrate
Feed Line Diameter
Acceleration Levels:
+g boost
operation
-9
Transverse g
Roll g
Restart Condition
Pitch Rate
Vibration Levels
Engine Duty Cycle:
Number of Restarts
Burn Duration
Nitrogen Tctroxide, N;,O.j
50% N;jI, j - 50% (Cli3) 2 	(b.w.)
Ile I ium
-50 -* +120OF
161.3 ft 3 (see Fig. 1)
175 to 220 Asia (nominal)
39.26 lb M/sec
24.54 lb 
M/ sec
3.0 in.
0 -P 7.35
0.33	 0.94 (see Fig. 2)
0	 2
0.009 -* +0-009
-0.001 -+ +0.001 (5 deg/sec)
< 10 -5g 5 sec prior to restart
5 deg/sec
10 to 1000 cps at 3 db/octave increase
1000 to 1500 cps at 0.3 g 2/cps spec-
tral density
Decrease at 6 db/octave
Time: 700 sec in each of three axes
0 -+ 50
1 sec — propellant depletion
0
0
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Table II System Design Goals
Priority I
1. Passive operation (no auxiliary propulsion settling
required)
2. 99.5 percent expulsion efficiency (by volume)
3. 10 lb/tank
4. No pressurant gas ingestion at tank outlet
Priority II
1. Not affected by propellant slosh
2. Operation in either negative or positive acceleration
field
3. No hardware changes to the propulsion system as outlined
in Table I and Fig. 1
4. No engine duty cycle limitations
5. No off-load propellant limitations
6. • Multicycle capability
7. Propellant exposure tolerance of system in the range of
one year without replacement
8. Series tankage capability
6	 MCR-69-87
To illustrate the broad nature of these studies, a morphological
classification of expulsion methods generated i^,Zder Contract
NASI-44 (Ref. 1) is presented ici Fig. 3.
A significant portion of the background material and arguments
supporting conclusions developed in this study represent the re-
flection of a large number of studies and reports by agencies
cattier than the Martin Marietta Corporation. V: ► tere possible spe-
cific references arc: cited, but in many eases a direct reference
does not apply and yet there is an indirect influence. In an
at-temp: to recognize this contribution, a bibliograpir- of most
Of the documents used to support this study is presented in ad-
dition to a list of specific references.
A. STUDY APPROACH
To keep the study within reasonable bounds and yet cover the
various techniques in sufficient detail to include all reasonable
approaches for the reference system, the propellant control tech-
niques were divided into the following categories for evaluation:
1) Non-metallic bladders and diaphragms;
2) Metallic bladders and diaphragms;
3) Capillary forces;
4) Sliding seal pistons;
5) Metallic bell,)ws :
6) Miscellaneous systems.
Selection of the category groupings was based upon the similar
operational considerations of possible concepts within the cate-
gories rather than the number of potential configurations within
the category. For this reason the emphasis is not necessarily
equal for each category, but is related to the amount of material
that must be considered in each group. The number of different
configuratio ►a,sevaluated was restricted to the minimum that was
required to adequately cover the general types of systems within
	
`;	 the category classification, i.e., configuration changes to a
basic technique that would not appreciably affect the evaluation
	
.	 of that technique were not considered individually. In all cases
an attempt was made to evaluate a representative preliminary de-
sign for each technique.
uqQa
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To avoid the problem of obtaining a biased evaluation between
categories, each grouping (with the exception of the miscellaneous
systems) was studied independently. The objective was to formulate
preliminary designs of reasonable configurations and evaluate them
relative to the system criteria as shown in Fig. 1 and Tablas I
and II without intercategory comparisons that might influence the
results. Systems were evaluated subject to the following limita-
tions:
1) No hardware changes to the system as outlined in
Fig. 1 g ::d Table I;
2) No hardware limitations.
The constraint for the "no hardware change" evaluation is
that the propellant control system must be capable of retrofit
to the existing tankage (Fig. 1) without penetrating the tank
shell or affecting external plumbing interfaces and the gaging
system still well. Thus these systems are constrained to hard-
ware that can be inserted through the 15.875-inch opening in the
bottom of the tank.
For the "no hardware limitation" evaluation, any change to
the configuration is permissible within the existing tankage en-
velope. However, the ground rule used was to start with the basic 	 3
configuration as presented and incorporate only those changes
which would be necessary to enhance the desirability of the total	
s
expulsion-tankage system.
J
All analyses performed in Phase I were based upon a bulk pro-
pellant temperature of 68°F unless noted otherwise. For purposes
of propellant consumption determinations during the propulsion	 I
system short duration burns, a square wave steady-state flowrate
for the burn duration was used.
B. EVALUATION CRITERIA
The criteria used to evaluate the different expulsion systems
are:
Adaptability. The various concepts are evaluated relative to
their applicability to a system as outlined in Table I and Fig. 1.
Changes required to adapt the system are also identified.
9MCR-69-87
Reliability. Quantitative reliability information is not
possible for most of the systems; therefore failure modes are
discussed.
State-of-the-Art. The state-of-the-art evaluation is con-
cerned primarily with theoretical, developmental, and manufac-
turing technologies at the present time.
WeiL,ht. Weight estimates are based upon preliminary &3igns
of the techniques. A sincere attempt was made to obtain repre-
sentative weights in each case; however, where detailed design
information was lacking, extrapolation of existing system data
was utilized. The design goal was 10 lb/tank for each technique.
Development Time and Cost. Because of the size class of the
system under consideration, in most cases extrapolation of current
state-of-the-art capability was required; therefore a quantita-
tive appraisal of the development time and cost is of question-
able value. A relative rating was used forpurposes of evalu-
ation of the systems for the Phase II recommendation.
Expulsion Efficiency. The expulsion efficiency of the vari-
ous techniques is defined as the amount of propellant that can
be loaded minus the trapped residual divided by the total, ex-
pressed as a percentage. The expulsion efficiency design goal
for all systems was 99.5 percent. In addition to this efficiency,
the volumetric packaging efficiency of some techniques is also
calculated. This volumetric efficiency is the total tank internal
volume minus the unusable tank volume divided by the total.
Passive Operation. Of prime concern within the meaning of
passive operation is avoidance of any requirement for propellant
sec ling by an auxiliary propulsion system prior to restart. To
meet ;-his requirement, the system must have the capability to
expel 14.quid in an omnidirectional acceleration environment within
the con3traints presented in Table I.
Propellant Slosh Control. In the application of the various
techniques, no attempt was made to incorporate slosh control capa-
bility. However, the inherent slosh control characteristics of
the propellant orientation techniques ire discussed.
Series Tankage Capability. Series tankage refers to a system,
such as the existing SPS, having two tanks plumbed in series
which are used to store the propellant. The first tank expels
into the second which, in turn, supplies the feed to the engine.
It
FI
:.
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The pressuraiit enters the first tank. Where the propellant is
completely displaced from the first tame, the pressurant travels
t'hroug }1 the liquid feed line to the second tank. Since both
pressurant and propellant enter the second tank through the same
inlet, positive barrier expulsion systems are not generally adapt-
able to series t<1rlkagc . The alteriiative dual tankage arrangement
is a parallel system ir1 which cach tank has a separate pressurant
inlet and propellant outlet: Iliac. For sing].L . engine feed, the
outlets would be manifolded together cxternally from the tank aild
the propellant feed accomplished independently from each tank.
Pressurant Gas Ingestion. With many propellant management
techniques it is possible to havu the pressurant gas (helium) be-
come entrained in the liquid flow to the engine. The possibility
of this condition will be discussed for the different techniques.
Adaptability to Varyins; Acceleration Gaging System. For each
technique evaluated, a brief analysis will be made of the problems
associated with measuring the amount of propellant remaining; under
low gravity environments. While the operational nature of some
propellant control techniques provides unique gaging concepts,
other techniques do not. In addition to these peculiar concepts,
the general zero-g gaging techniques considered in this report
are:
1) Radio frequency illumination;
2) Gamma ray attenuation;
3) Molimetric system (infrared detection);
4) Acoustic gas compliance.
Radio Frequency Illumination. Based on current state of de-
velopment, the RF illumination technique is probably the most
promising of the four methods. The system is based upon exciting
a single radio frequency mode and measuring the frequency shift
due to variation in propellant mass within the tank. The system
is suitable for tank filling measurements as well as mass meas-
urements during expulsion. The sampling frequency rate can be
very high (response), in the range of milliseconds per readout.
Accuracy of the system is in the range of ±5% of the amount of
propellant in the tank with the best accuracy at the near full
and empty conditions. Both the Pioneer-Central Division of the
Bendix Corporation and Lockheed Missiles and Space Company have
built and tested experimental RF gaging systems.
MCR-69-87
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Gamma Ray Attenuation. In this system radioactive sources
are mounted on the outside of the tank wall with a number of de-
tectors placed on the opposite wall. The signal level at the
detector decreases proportionately to the mass it ,. the container.
The response of this system is on the order of tens of seconds
w:iich makes accuracy a problem if the liquid is in motion (slosh)
or high or intermittent flowrates are a consideration.
&limetgic System. The molimetric system is based upon mix-
trig infrared absorbing gas with the init:.al pressurizing gas.
As additional pressurant is added, tLe doped gas concentration
is reduced. The infrared detector measures the decreased doped
gas concentration (proportional to the liquid volume in the Lank)
by sensing the decrease in its infrared absorptivity. To convert
the sensor output to liquid volume, the ullage and propellant
temperature must be known thus making accuracy difficult. While
the stated accuracy (Bendix Cor poration) is 1% in gaging fuels
under laboratory conditions, under space flight the error will
probably be many times larger.
Acoustic Gas Compliance,. In the acoustic system the gas vol-
ume in a reference cavity and the tank is driven by an oscillator
at acoustic frequencies and the phase angles compared. The dif-
ference in phase angle is proportional to the gas volume and
therefore to the volume of propellant in the tank. As in the
molimetric system, the ullage and propellant temperatures must
be known; in addition, the temperature and pressure of the refer-
ence and gaging volumes must be identical. Measurement and con-
trol of these items can lead to extensive errors in the mass
gaging results.
Design Goals. The selected designs in each category are
assessed as to their conformance to the design goals established
in Table II.
I
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II. NON-METALLIC BLADDERS AND DIAPHRArM.S
Tire desire to control propellant orientation within a tank,
In n space environment, fins resLil Led in the generation of many
bladder/diaphragm concepts [or aerospace application. In this
cha pter those concepts that appear applicable to tale basic sys-
tem, as defined in Chapter I, are discussed. Following a dis-
cussion on selection of material, bladder and diaphragm manage-
ment systems are examined and a recommended concept for each sys-
tem is presented.
A. MATERIAL SELECTION
When evaluating bladder/diaphragm propellant management sys-
tems, a major concern is the material from which the bladder or
diaphragm will be constructed. To assure reliable performance,
the "ideal" material should have high tensile strength and elong-
ation, low flexural modulus, low density, low pressurant gas and
propellant premeability, good propellant compatibility and should
lend itself to the fabrication of a variety of shapes in such a
manner that all of the above characteristics can be consistently
reproduced in the finished product.
Three candidate materials are present,ad for each propellant
commodity; following a discussion of each candidate, reasons are
given to justify the recommended bladder/diaphragm material for
use in the oxidizer and in the fuel.
1. Oxidizer (NPOA ) Application
CPBU. Poly (cyclizi-1 1, 2 polybutadiene) tolylurethene (CPBU)
elastomeric composites have been under study by TRW Systems (Ref.
4). Basic CPBU polymer, developed as an ablative resin, was found
to be highly resistant and impermeable to N204
 but insufficiently
flexible for bladder application. CPBU and ethylene-proplylene
terpolymer (CPBU/EPT), combined with newly developed processing
techniques, have resulted in a material which shows promise as an
oxidizer bladder material in all respects except extended propel-
lant exposure. Present exposure in N204
 is limited to three to
four days.
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CNR.  Carboxy n l trosc- rubber (CNR) p as developed by Thiokol
RMD, has proved to be a flexible, TiiaLerial for bladder application,
and highly resistant to N•,O. l . SphericnI. CNR bladders, 6-Inch and
12^-Inch diameter, and hemispherical ended cylindrical CNR bladders,
I 
21^- 
I 
nch Rnmet or by 37- 1 tich l ong, were fabricat ed oil mandrel 9
(Ref. 5). Two f abr icat ton techn i ques  were used in making Llic two
sha pe s: solut I oil spraying and hand lay-tip. The first method in
volved spraying a solution of' the material onto the mandrel, allow-
ing It to dry, and then repeating the process until the desired
thickness was devetoped, With tile second method, preformed hemi.-
sc pheres (fear the spheres) or preformed hemispheres and sheet stock
cylinders (for the cylinder) were hand positioned on the mandrel
prior to steam autoclave cure. In some instances, fabric rein-
f.)rccmvnt was used to strengthen the bladders in critical areas.
With both fabrication techniques, the mandrels were dissolved sub-
sequent to Curing of the rubber.	 ",ome of the problems encountered
:luring fabrication were scam delaminationo pinhole porosity, tear-
ing of reinforced areas and leaks due to tile sharp edges of the
mandrel piercing the bladder during dissolving of the mandrel.
In addition to some spherical shapes, two of the cylindrical
bladders were tested. Of the latter two, one appeared in good
condition demonstrating 98% expulsion efficiency after 50 expul-
sion cycles, the other achieved 97% expulsion efficiency but tore
after 22 expulsion cycles. Although the basic CNR material pro-
perties are well defined, considerably more fabrication experience
trust be developed before it can be assured that these properties
can be reproduced in bladder form consistently.
Teflon. Teflon is currently available in two chemical forms:
TFE, tetrafluoroethylene; and FEP, fluorinated ethylenepropylane.
Both materials are inherently compatible with N:0, 1 . FEP has been
shown to be less permeable to N,,04 but it lacks the required
strength to be used individually as a bladder material. An exten-
sive development effort over the past few years has resulted in a
combination of those materials (TFE/FEB laminates) for bladder
construction. The Teflon dispersion spray technique, which is
described in Secion II,B,l, is a fully developed manufacturing
method that has been used to produce most of the present day flight
qualified TFE/FEP laminate bladders.
Oxidizer Material Selection. No ideal material is available
presently for oxidizer application. Of the candidate NL04 materials
discussed, the elastomeric compounds offer the greatest inherent
resistance to flexural failure. A CNR bladder has demonstrated up
to 50 expulsions without failure and it is expected that a CPBU
rw-
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bladder or diaphragm would perform similarly. With sufficient
development of fabrication techniques the cycle life should at
least be doubled. By comparison TFE/FEP laminate bladders used
r%
 the Apollo program have demonstrated 20 expulsion cycles dur-
ing flight qualification. TRVI Syster (!I reports compari.ive N 04
permeation data on the candidate materials (Ref. 4). This data
shows that for material thicknesses that can be considered typical
for production (9.8 mil Teflon laminate and 37 to 38-mil elastomers),
the Teflon permeation rate is 80 times less than CNR and at least
7,700 times greater than CPBU as expressed in absolute permeability
units of mg-mLl/hr- cm
Although it is flexible and highly impermeable, the propellant
compatibility of CPBU (presently three to four days) must be im-
proved before it can be considered for bladders or diaphragms that
are to function in N204 - CNR fabrication techniques must be im-
proved to produce more consistently reliable parts, and the gays
and propellant permeation rates reduced to make it more attractive
for N204 bladder application. The primary disadvantage of Teflon
is its vulnerability to flexural failure. With proper bladder-
tank design, it appears that a cycle life of approximately 20
complete expulsions is reasonable. Considering all of these
factors, a TFE/ FEP laminate appears to be the compromise between
the ideal and the available material characteristics and is,
therefore, the recommended material for N204
 application.
2. Fuel 50% N-,HG - 50% ( ,CHI ),-. N H^ (b.w.) Application
Butyl and EPR (Ethylene Propylene Rubber). Thiokol RMD has
demonstrated that proper compounds of each of these elastomers
show very little change in tensile properties after 30-day immer-
sion in this fuel blend. With longer exposure (38 weeks) EPR
shows the least change in "as molded" mechanical properties (Ref.
6). Tensile strength of EPR was reduced by 16% and elongation by
12% as compared to butyl which underwent a 20% reduction in ten-
sile strength and a 31% reduction in elongation. Gas generation
on the liquid side of a bladder or diaphragm, resulting from de-
composition of the fuel, would be considerably less with EPR than
with butyl. This was demonstrated by Thiokol in 14-day exposure
tests. Test results showed the 14-day, closed container pressure
rise with butyl to be 7 times that of EPR and 28 times that of
Teflon.
r
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Teflon.	 Iu all. respects T:^I'Ioii laminate 111.nddei- m,lt•erials
appear to be equally as practical for fuel application as for ap-
plication In Lhc oxidizer. As with oxidizer Lire dispersion spray
fabri.caLion technique is most commonly used.
Fuel Material Selection. The butyl and EPR candidate materials
provide flexibility as well as good compati_bi_lity in a 50/50 hydra-
zine/UDMH fuel blend. Of Lhe two materials, I''PR is more compatible
as evidenced by Thiokol data showing less redaction in mecha,iical
properties and less propellant decomposition after extended expo-
sure to tale fuel. Bath of these materials can be fabricated into
bladder or diaphragm shapes by tecliniges well established within
the rubber industry. Teflon laminates live demonstrated good per-
formance in this propellant. Although fle.,ibility is a limitation,
20 expulsion cycles have been demonstrated in the Lunar Orbiter
and Apollo Lunar Module applications witl. this fuel blend. With
proper design and development con. • ideraetons, 20 expulsion cycles
seem obtainable with the TFE/FEP laminates.
On the surface all three material candidates appear acceptable
for use in a 50/50 hydrazine/UDMH fuel blend. When weight is con-
sidered 1%owe ver, the choice narrows. As an example, in a tank of
the shape- established earlier (51-inch diamter by 102.8-inch long
barrel section and 25.5-inch radius hemispherical ends), a 35-mil
butyl or EPR bladder would weigh 28 pounds. A TFE/FEP laminate,
10-mils total thickness, for the same tank size would weigh 19
pounds. Assuming a Teflon ";:.adder or diaphragm were developed to
meet the functional requirements of the oxidizer tank, the result
would be a bladder or diaphragm for use in a fuel tank of equiva-
lent geometry. With this latter consideration and realization of
a significant weight savings over an elastomer, a TFE/FEP laminate
is recommended for use in 50/50 hydrazine/UDMH fuel.
i
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B. BLADDER CONCEPTS
1. Fabrication
First generation Teflon bladders were constructed by assembling
pre-cut sheet stock sections into the required bladder shape. The
desire to improve reliability by eliminati.r.g bonded seams led to
the modern day dispersion spray technique for producing seamless Te£-
lop
 bladders. Basically the process consists of spraying a 0.0003-
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to 0.0004-inch layer of aqueous Teflon dispersion on a rotating
hollow aluminum mandrel and oven sintering to form a film. This
process is repeated until the desired film thickness is achieved
and then an etchi'ag process is used :o remove the mandrel. Main-
taining a constant: distance from spray tip to mandrel is essentia,
to producing a uniform film thickness. Thus, surfaces of revolution
are the shapes that best lend themselves to the spray dispersion
technique. Discussions wish personnel at Dilectrix Corporation,
Farmingdale, Long Island, a company specializing in Teflon bladder
fabrication, reveal that the dispersion spray technique used to
produce smaller TFE/FEP laminate bladders should be directly appli-
cable to the fabrication of a single cell bladder of the size re-
quired for this tankage concept (4-14 feet in diameter by 13 feet long).
11tbough sintering ovens presently in use at DilectrIx are too small
to accommodate this size, proper facilities could be constructed.
2. Internal vs External Bladder Pressurization
External pressurization (pressurant gas introduced into the ca-
vity between the bladder and the tank wall) is preferred for the
following reasons:
a) Internal pressurization would tend to trap propellant
between the bladder and the tank wall, reducing expul-
sion efficiency;
b) At a full load condition the internally pressurized
bladder is folded around the standpipe, resulting in
a folded and creased bladder that is then subjected
to the booster vibrational environment, and bladder
flexural failure is likely to occur;
c) Significantly more analytical and operational knowl-
edge is available on externally pressur{.zed bladders,
so that application of this knowledge could minimize
development costs.
3. Multiple vs Single Cell Tankage
Multiple cell tankage (more than one bladder in a tank) was
examined. With this concept all bladders expel into a common mani-
fold at the tank outlet. A representative 3-bladder configuration
is shown in Fig. 4. The primary advantages of multiple cells in a
tank of this size, as compared to a single cell, are twofold. First,
the individual bladder size being smaller., bladder fabrication is
simplified. Smaller bladders would mean less complex mandrel con-
struction, smaller sintering ovens and, in general, a part that
U
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would permit simpler handling, equipment during fabrication. Sec-
ondly, with smaller diameter bladders, bladder cycle life is im-
proved because the quantity of material in each bladder and the
distance thru which the material must move during expulsion are
reduced.
Overshadowing the advantages of multicell tankage are the
following disadvantages, once again as compared to single cell
tankage:
a) Poor volumetric c-1- ficiency (loadable propellant vol-
ume as related to overall tankage volume). In all
probability the bladders would be long cylinders with
surface of revolution ends. Cylindrical biadders in
a cylindrical tank would result in considerable unused
space;
b) Reduced reliability because of the increased number
of mechanical seals (bladder outlets, standpipe pro-
pellant and gas bleel outlets, manifold joints);
c) Increased weight due primarily to multiple standpipes
and related supporting and manifolding hardware.
4. Expulsion Efficiency
In order to predict expulsion efficiency accurately, the ex-
tent to which the propellant can be expelled from the creases and
folds in the bladder during the latter stages of expulsion, with-
out rupturing the bladder material, must be clearly understood.
In addition to the amount of propellant that can be expelled, the
expulsion rate that ran be consistently assured at a given pres-
surization level must be predictable during the final expulsion.
For a bladder of this size, expulsion characteristics are highly
empirical and any accurate performance predictions would have to
be preceded by a fairly extensive full-scale development program.
However, some comments and comparisons that might yield an in-
sight to the possible expulsion efficiency are as follows: (1)
the propellant trapped within the standpipe would amount to 0.4%
of the 161 ft7 tank volume based upon a 3-inch diameter stand-
pipe extending the full length of the tank; (2) flight qualified
Apollo bladders (as presently used in the Lunar Module oxidizer
and Saturn IVB fuel and oxidizer tanks) of the same basic shape,
the same material, and essentially the same length-to-diameter
ratio, have met 981% expulsion efficiency requirements (Ref. 7
and 8) .
19
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These bladders are 6 mils thicl< (3 mils TFE' and 3 mils FFP) .
Bell Aerosystems has made several test runs on each of two 1^-mil
Teflon laminate bladders of the Lunar Module oxidizer configura-
tion (Ref. 7) . One bladder was constructed of 9 mils TFE and 3
mils FEP; the other, 6 mils TFE and 6 mils FEP. Toe expulsion
fluid for these tests was Freon TF at room tem perature for some
runs and at 35 to 0'F for others.
excess of 98;', was obtained (-or each
cant in that a substantial increase
might have been required to extend
not produce a bladder so stiff as t
sion efficiency. Considering these
expect 98% expulsion efficiency wit
5. Material Thickness
To improve expulsion efficiency the amount of propellant trapped
in creases and folds should be minimized. Good closure of folds
and creases under the influence of the pressure differential across
the bladder will reduce the amount of trapped propellant. As the
material thickness is reduced the bladder becomes more flexible
and good f°)ld closure can be expected. For every bladder design,
there is an optimum material thickness that incorporates the ad-
vantages of a thicker material for durability and a thinner material
for flexibility. T??E/FEP laminates become quite stiff at thick-
nesses in excess of 12 mils and have poor durability at less than
4 mil thickness. The recommended laminate thickness for this blad-
der is 10 mils (5 mils of FEP over 5 mils of TFE).
C. NO HARDWARE CHANGE BLADDER CONFIGURATIONS
This portion of the study was approached with two basic ground
rules as guidelines: (1) retain the existing sump tank still well
gaging system; and (2) make no system plumbing changes. The still
well concept relies upon the propellant and ullage being oriented
within a fixed geometry container such that a gaged liquid height
is an indicator of propellant volume. A flexible container blad-
det with the ullage exterior to the contained propellant would re-
sult in the still well always being full of propellant. As such,
a still well gaging system would not present a measurement of pro-
pellant volume in a bladdered tank. If the requirement for still
well gaging were waived and series tanicage were not required, a
bladder concept such as that shown schematically in Fig. 5 might
be feasible. The upper portion of the standpipe would be supported
An expel s i_On efficiency in
run. 'These data ace signifi -
in material thickness, as
the bladder service life, did
o drastically reduc its expel-
results it is reasonable to
h the proposed bladder concept.
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in a manner similar to the existing still well. All pl-Uhibing.
would interface at tale closure plate requiring; no modifications
to the basic tank shell.
D. NO HARDWARE LIMITATION BLADDER CONFIGURATIONS
A single cell bladder such as the configuration shown in Fig.
6 is the preferred approach. With proper design and developn.ont
an expulsion efficiency of 98'7. seems obtainable. The estimated
weights for this system are as follows:
lb
	
Bladder	 19
Standpipe (including inner bleed
tube and bladder retention hard-
	
ware)	 13
Total	 32
The 15.9-inch outlet diameter on the tank in Fig. 6 is suitable
for insertion and removal of the bladder-standpipe assembly so no,
change would be made to the aft dome. In all probab lity the for-
ward dome forging3 have sufficient material to allow the required
machining modifications for standpipe support and inlet pressuriz-
ation. Aside from the forward dome modifications, no other changca
would be required to the tank shell.
E. DIAPHRAGM CONCEPTS
1. Simple Reversi.ngrDia2hra&m
Or::e concept of a reversing diaphragm that might apply to this
study is shown in Fig. 7. The shape of the tank exerts a strong
influence on diaphragm folding patterns during expulsion, and be-
cause of the 51.4-inch cylindrical section, the diaphragm in Fig.
7 would undergo severe wrinkling during expulsion as it traversc;d
the cylindrical section of the tank. Excessive wrinkling enhances
thn probability of material flexural failure. To fill this sys-
tem the diaphragm would be cycled to the bottom of the tank by
pressurizing through the gas inlet. The space between the diaphragm
MCR-69-87
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and the ong'Jnc valve could h(,. evacuated if this gas volume ser e
considered detrimental to engine performance. The desired quan-
tity of propellant wmil(l OW11 he loaded with ullag(e gas venting
through the pvesstirant- inlet.
2. Roll and Peel D[aphra^!i^j
Diffoiont moliod,,, iiiive been conceived to minimize diaphragm
wrink I ing (It ni iig ex p ti I sion. One such method, shown in Fig. 8,
is referred I.(- as a "roll and peel" diaphragm. The diaphragm is
a0hosivek horidc(l to Iho Intik wall prior to propellant loading.
During fit( .,
 expulsion _'vcl.e, the diaphragm is progressively peeled
away front the wall as the propellant is expelled. There are sev-
eral reasons why the roll and peel concept would not be applica-
MC to this StUdV. Fil'St. it. !_^i a single cycle expulsion device
iii that the adhesive IWISL hO rCLUrbished after each expulsion.
Secondly, because there is no diaphragm vent capability * the liq-
uid side of the Lank would have to be evacuated prior to propel-
lAnt loading. lica ,,y external support structure would be required
to preclude tank collapse. Finally, a functional yet propellant-
compatible adhesive is not presently available.
3. Bathtub-Type Maphragm
A batlitub-type reversing diaphragm I.s shown schematically in
Fig. 9. As compared to the two previously described diaphragm
concepts, the bathtub diaphragm attachment plane is parallel
rather than perpendicular to the longitudinal tank axis. There
are several design considerations related to this concept; among
them are the f.) 1lowing:
a) As compared to the two previous diaphragm concepts, a
significant weight penalty would be incurred because
of additional 17 feet (twice the tank barrel length)
of diaphragm attachment hardware;
b) The tank parting plane is perpendicular to the direc-
tion of principal stress (hoop stress), in contrast
to parting planes in the previously described tank/
diaphragm concepts. As such, an additional weight
penalty would be realized because of the thicker weld
land areas required to keep the operational stresses
within acceptable limits-,
c) The advantage of this concept compared to the previous
diaphragm concepts is that in long cylindrical tanks
the diaphragm traverses a distance equivalent to the
tank diameter rather than the tank length, and it would
25
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be c.xpc^c ted that less folding and wrinkling would
occur during expulsion and diaphragm cycle life would
be Improved.
4. Fabrication
The dispersion spray method, previously discussed in the sec-
tion II,B,1 is equally applicable to the fabrication of TFE/FEP
laminate diaphragms.
5. Expulsion Efficiency
At the end of the E:xpUlsion cycle a diaphragm is essentially
free from wrinkles and folds and is in intimate contact with the
tank wall; therefore in excess of 99% of the propellant can be ex-
pelled from the tank. The Titan III altitude control system dia-
phragm-type tank developed by the Martin Marietta Corporation
(Ref. 9), has consistently demonstrated in excess of 99.5%Q expul-
sion efficiency regardless of tank orientation. The Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory reports test results on a diaphragm-type tank with
an expulsion efficiency in excess of 99.7% (Ref. 10).
6. Material Thickness
For reasona of flexibility and durability, as discussed in
section II,B,5 on bladder material thickness, a 10-mil (5-mil FEP
over 5-mil TFE) laminate thickness is recommended for diaphragms.
F. NO HARDWARE CHANGE DIAPHRAGM CONFIGURATIONS
The requirement for still well gaging negate? the use of dia-
phragms for "no hardware modification" application. Diaphragms
in the process of expulsion traverse either the length or width
of the propellant container. Any physical restriction within the
tank, such as a still well, would prevent the diaphragm from per-
forming its intended expulsion function. Even excluding the still
well requirement, extensive modification to the tank interior
would be required to provide for diaphragm attachment.
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G. NO HARDWAP.Ia LIMITATION DIAPHRAGM CONFIGURATIONS
Of the three diaphragm concepts discussed, the simple rever-
sing diaphragm shown in rig. 7 is the recommended approach. Con-
sidering adaptability to the basic tank shape, it wottid yield a
lighter tankage system than could be obtained with the bathtub
concept and it has recycle capability which is not a feature of
the roll and peel concept. The estimated weight breakdown for
the simple reversing diaphragm is as follows:
lb
Diaphragm	 9.5
Diaphragm peripheral attachment
hardware (attachment designed
into weld joint, i.e., not bolted
attachment)	 28.5
Total	 38.0
It is expected that the expulsion efficiency of the proposed dia-
phragm concept should be in excess of 99%.
H. GENERAL CONSIDERATION FOR BLADDERS AND DIAPHRAGMS
1. Pressurant Jas Ingestion
A definite need exists for less permeable membrane materials
because propellant that has permeated through the membrane into
the ullag^ is unusable and dead weight. Pressurant gas that col-
lects in the propellant can severely affect engine performance and,
at worst, cause catastrophic engine failure. Lee, at Rocketdyne,
has established relationships for determining the amount of pro-
pellant vapor and pressurant gas that will permeate a bladder (Ref.
11). Applying these relationships to a bladdered tank of the size
under consideration in this study, the amount of pressurant gas
that could be expected to migrate through the bladder to the pro-
pellant side can be determined. Assuming a TFE/FEP laminate
bladder consisting of 9-mil sprayed TFE Teflon plus 5-mil sprayed
FEP Teflon, 70°F oxidizer, 198 psia helium pressurant gas and a
25% ullage volume, Equation 15 of Ref. 11 yields an equilibrium
volume of the migrated gas bubble on the liquid side of 3950 in.3
This is approximately equivalent to a 20-inch diameter sphere.
F	 WNW	 — -	 IW
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2. Gaging Systems
In recent years several different methods have been studied
for gaging propellants in space environments. Of the different
concepts the RIF resonant cavit y method appears most practical. for
bladder or diaphragm tanks. This system is under development by
the Bendix Corporation, and its operational theory and developmental
status is described in detail in Ref. 12. Basically, the system
interprets the changing resonant frequency of an enclosed metallic
structure (the tank) containing propellant as a measure of the
mass of propellant contained within the tank. Although other sys-
te-ns mentioned in Ref. 12 have in-flight gaging capability in
bladder or diaphragm tanks, the RF resonant cavity system is uniqua
in that it can be used for gaging during propellant loading.
3. Reliability
Because of the conceptual nature of the bladder/diaphragm sys-
tems presented, no accuratL; failure rates can be determined. The
failure modes, however, can be discussed along with the implica-
tion of the failure and considerations for minimizing failure pro-
bability.
a) Bladder/Diaphragm Rupture. A failure of this nature
implies total loss of system operation. Assuming a
f"i,- t qualification program that has demonstrated
adequ,,te operational margin, consideration must be
given to close quality control to assure reproducible
material properties, and also to assure adherence to
installation and checkout procedures to preclude in-
advertant bladder/diaphragm degradation.
b) Excess Permation and/or Leakage. Propellant that mi-
grates into the ullage is unusable and could result
in premature mission termination. Pressurant gas mix-
ing with the propellant can seriously degrade engine
performance. Bladder/diaphragm fabrication processes
must be closely controlled to assure that each unit
produced has permeation characteristics representative
of those units used for flight qualification. Indi-
vidual unit acceptance tests as well as tank assembly
acceptance tests must be capable of detecting leaks
that would cause unacceptable system performance.
r
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4. Development Time and Cost
To predict development time and cost is to predict the measure
of success anticipated from the original bladder/diaphragm design.
Any such prediction would be suspect in that the expulsion charac-
teristics would be highly empirical and no size and shape compari-
tive performance data exist.
A comparison of the recommended bladder and diaphragm configu-
ration (Fig. 6 and 7) shows that the diaphragm is one-half the size
of the bladder. As such, the per unit labor and material cost-
for diaphragm fabrication should be about one-half the correspond-
ing bladder costs. Assuming that the remaining recurring costs
(acceptance testing, packaging, shipping, coordination, etc.) and
the nonrecurring costs (basis bladder/diaphragm design, development
costs, procurement specifications, tooling design and drawings,
etc.), would be essentially the same, the overall cost for a dia-
phragm system should be less than for a bladder system.
5. Compliance With System Design Goals
a) Priority I Goals.
1) Passive Operation. Bladder and diaphragm systems
do not require au..,iliary propellant settling;
2) 99.5% Expulsion Efficiency. In all probability,
diaphragm systems will meet this goal but it is
extremely doubtful that a bladder system could
consistently produce in exces, of 98% expulsion
efficiency;
3) Ten Lb/Tank. Neither system satisfies this goal.
A bladder system would weigh about 32 pounds and
a diaphragm sy s tem about 38 pounds;
4) No Pressurant Gas Ingestion at Tank Outlet. In
both systems the membranes are subject to gas
permeation and it is expected that some pressurant
gas will migrate through the membrane and to the
tank outlet.
b) Priority II Goals.
Bladder and diaphragm systems restrict the move,nent of pro-
pellant in the tank during low-g operation. As su,ii they limit
the slosh amplitude an , ' actually provide some degree of slosh
dampening. It is expected that the systems would be capable
•	 of twenty expulsion cycles and would function ire. both positive
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and negative acceleration fields with no engine duty cycle limita-
tions, Both systems are theoretically capable of carrying any
partial propellant load that may be required for a particular mis-
sion. However, with both systems, partial propellant loads result
in wrinkled membranes that are subjected to the boost phase high
acceleration loads (7.35 g) and the pre light launch pad and booster
flight vibrational environments. The impact of these conditions on
bladder/diaphragm systems would require a development program to
investigate the vibration cycle life over a range of propellant
loads.
Neither bladders nor diaphragms are adaptable to series tank-
age systems. In the existing Apollo SPS, each propellant commodity
is supplied from series-connected tanks. Bladder/diaphragm appli-
cations in multiple tankage systems require a bladder car diaphragm
in each tank, with the tanks connected in parallel, to prevent
pressurant gas ingestion into the propellant feed systems. Consid-
ering the extent of required modification, bladder/ diaphragm sys-
tems do not lend themselves to retrofit of the existing SPS tank-
age.	 -
Much of the damage sustained by Teflon bladders and diaphragms
occurs during installation, system checkouts, filling and post-
abort decontamination. With the implementation of proper procedures
for each of these events, the proposed bladder/diaphragm concepts
should have an operational life in excess of one year.
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III. METALLIC DIAPHRAGMS
Metallic diaphragms are used to ensure liquid phase expulsion
by providing a barrier between the propellant and the ullage vol-
ume. The diaphrabt is attached to the wall of the container to
separate ullage and propellant. During expulsion, the diaphragm
moves in response to the pressure differential, displacing the
consumed propellant with ullage volume.
A. CONFIGURATIONS
Metallic diaphragm expulsion devices considered in this evalu-
ation include convoluted diaphragms, rolling diaphragms, and
bladders. The state-of-the-art reflects substantial progress
through development efforts in recent years, but additional work
is required in this area before satisfactory performance of these
devices can be achieved. Some of the significant: efforts in
metallic diaphragm development are discussed in the following
`	 paragraphs.
1. Convoluted Diaphragms
The convoluted diaphragm is a surface of revolution consisting
of circular cony-lutions precisely formed from thin flat stainless
steel or aluminum sheet. It is positioned on a diametrical plane
of a spherical container with one side exposed to the propellant
and the other to the pressurant. The diaphragm deforms in favor
of the imposed pressure differential expanding to conform to the
container walls during expulsion.
The surface area of the convoluted sheet equals that of the
:sully expelled form to achieve minimum diaphragm strain. Several
basic convolution designs are discussed in Ref. 10. Two dia-
pl-r"gms nestled back-to-back would be required to expel liquid
from a spherical tank. The diaphragms are attached to the sphere
at a diameter. Fressurant- enters the volume between the dia-
phragms to provide the pressure differential required for expul-
sion.
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The convoluted diaphragm method of positive expulsion was
considered for the ALPS program which used earth storable propel-
lants, NL204 and NL,114 (Ref, 1.). Tile 18-inch diameter tanks con-
tained the dual diapht-agm arrangement permitting fuel and oxidizer
storage in the same tank. The biggest problems encountered dur-
ing this effort were:
1) Controlled expansion of the diaphragm under lateral
acceleration;
2) The inability of the devices to recycle.
This technique will not be given further consideration in
this evaluation as other types of metallic dia,'zragms are pore
adaptable to the cylindrical tankage envelope.
2. Rolling Diaphragms
The second class of metallic diaphragms used for positive
expulsion has several variations which all employ the same op-
erating procedure. A spherical, conical, or cylindrical configu-
ration rolls during expulsion turning inside out to result in a
mirror image of the initial form at reversal completion.
TPressurant
i Plate
Diaphragm
Container
w
Fig. 10 Rolling Diaphragm
Cylindrical Diaphragms.
The cylindrical rolling diaphragm
configuration usually consists of
a thin cylinder, one-half the
length of the container being
expelled. One end of the cylin-
der is attached to the container
wall at the midplane; the other
to a movable endplate (Fig. 10).
When the ullage space is
pressurized, the end plate moves
towards the tank outlet rolling
the thin cylinder inside itself
during expulsion. Successful
operation of this device depends
on the relationship between the
pressure required to roll the
diaphragm and the thin cylinder
collapsing pressure. The roll-
ing pressure must be less than
collapsing pressure for satis-
factory operation. Unfortunately,
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this condition cannot be achieved without additional support to
the walls. This problem has been investigated by the Naval
Ordnance Test Station at China Lake, California. The initial
approach was to bond the cylinder to the wall of the container
with a bonding agent having a tenacity that would permit a
desirable peel strength during expulsion (Ref. 13). A fair de-
gree of success is reported using this procedure; however, voids
in the bond created problems in the rolling process during expul-
sion. The cylinder tends to collapse when the void is uncovered,
resulting in potential tear points and ultimate failure,
In the test models used for the investigation reported in
Ref. 13, cocking of the end plate was prevented by a central col-
umn guide. A second cylindrical diaphragm wai bonded to this
column and the upper end welded to the end plate. The inner
cylinder rolled over itself while the outer cylinder rolled in-
side itself during expulsion.
Other approaches to the collapsing problem included methods
to either keep the pressurant from entering the space between
container and cylinder or to strengthen the cylinder wall. The
use of slicing seals which followed the diaphragm roll line proved
ineffectual. Circumferential stiffening groves placed in the
cylinder increased the collapsing pressure but also increased the
rolling pressure requirement. Further development efforts con-
ducted by LTV Aerospace Corporation under U. S. AMC sponsorship
have advanced the state-of-the-art in adapting the roll diaphragm
expulsion method to small tactical missiles. Encouraging results
were obtained from roll diaphragm expulsion of both fuel (UV'4H)
and o:.idizer (IRFNA) tanks arranged in tandum (Ref. 14). Improved
bonding techniques were significant in demonstrating expulsion
performance. Teflon was used to bond the 1100-0 aluminum dia-
phragm to a 2014 aluminum sleeve which in turn was welded to the
propellant tanks near the forward end. A static hot firing dem-
onstrated successful performance for a single expulsion.
Another method used to prevent cylinder collapse has produced
encouraging results. Collapse is prevented by the use of a slid-
ing sleeve fitted inside the cylindrical diaphragm. Bonding of
the diaphragm is not required. During expulsion, the sliding
sleeve moves aft as the diaphragm is rolled over the forward end
of the sleeve. A finite diaphragm roll radius can be maintained
by the sliding sleeve rim contour. Single expulsion demonstra-
tions have been successful using this configuration (Ref. 15).
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One other approach to metal rolling diaphragm development is
of interest. This method combined the diaphragm fabrication and
bonding operation by using a chemical vapor deposition (^'+/D)
".'chnique (Ref, 16). The process used deposited aluminum on the
container wall from an unstable alkyl (Triisobutyl aluminum)
thermally decomposed when contacting the heated container wall.
Obtaining a uniform deposit of high quality melai was a prob-
lem with this approach. The surface receiving the deposit must
have a fine finish (64 micro-inches) to achieve a desirable bond
peel strength. The requirement for fine surface finishes, com-
plicated deposition techniques, and the difficulty in obtaining
a uniform deposit makes this approach less attractive than other
types of metallic devices.
Ring Reinforced Diaphragms. This type of diaphragm is sup-
ported by additional structure to permit controlled deformation
of the diaphragm and recycle capability. A thin metal shell is
stiffened by rings attached to the shell surface in planes parallel
to a reference base, usually the diaphragm-container attach point.
During expulsion, the diaphragm inverts to a mirror image of its
initial shape at propellant depletion. The reinforcing rings
roll with the shell in the process straining the diaphragm as the
ring inverts. Work hardening of the shell material results,
limiting the number of reversals achievable. The shape of the
shell is limited to a conical, elliptical, or spherical surface
of revolution to prevent ring interference during expulsion.
Multicycle operation using this type of device has been demon-
s- ated by Arde, Inc., Paramus, New Jersey. Six successful re-
versals were achieved using a 321 stainless steel hemispherical
wire reinforced diaphragm (Ref. 16). Diaphragm material strain
increases with increased rolling point diameter, reaching a maxi-
mum at the hemispherical diameter. If a conical section is used
in the high strain area near the spherical diameter, improved
performance is obtained as the material strain is reduced. This
type of geometry was used by Arde in demonstrating multicycle
performance. Both aluminum and stainless steel modified hemi-
spheres have been fabricated in sizes up to a 30-inch diameter.
Fabrication of a spherical diaphragm 60 inches in diameter for
cryogenic application is currently.in process.
Wire reinforced spherical diaphragms 13 inches in diameter
are currently being fabricated by Arde, Inc. from both aluminum
and stainless steel for cryogenic application. The goal is to
achieve 20 successful reversals.
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Aerojet General used the Arde Conospheroid concept for a post-
boost propulsion subsystem study involving earth storable propel-
lants, NL,04 andN,H. The goal was one successful. reversal sweep-
ing a volume 14.5 ft	 Control of the diaphragm rolling by dia-
phragm thickness variation and ring stabilization was demonstrated.
Diaphragm flexing began at the point of minimum wall thickness.
During reversal, diaphragm rolling was stabilized by the rein-
forcing rings. The rolling action was uneven between wires, but
the wires usually caused the diaphragm to center itself before
rolling past the wires.
Combination Approach. The bulk of the development work with
metallic diaphrgams thus far has used containers with simple sur-
face of revolution. Investigations have used either cylindrically
or spherically shaped containers, with the exception or Arde, Inc.
who combined the sphere and cone in the Conospheroid concept. A
combination of the sliding sleeve and the reinforced spherical
diaphragms, a configuration adaptible to a cylindrical tank with
domed ends, has not been developed as far as can be determined.
One big disadvantage of diaphragms adaptible to cylindrical con-
tainers is the inability to recycle. Goals in all the develop-
ment work to date have been for one successful expulsion only.
3. Metallic Bladders
The current evaluation of metallic expulsion devices includes
metallic bladders. The present state -of-the-art is probably best
represented by development effort conducted by the Bell Aerosys-
tems Company for the Lance missile propulsion system (Ref. 8).
This concept features a cylindrical bladder with 2:1 elliptical
heads collapsed on a three - lobe center structure. The collapsed
bladder domes are folded over rods welded to each lobe at both
ends of the center structure to minimize sharp creases. Bladder
material was 1100 aluminum 0.032 inch thick, annealed after being
collapsed. Both cold and hot gas expulsion tests were conducted
to demonstrate expulsion feasibility. The propellant is con-
tained in the volume between the collapsed bladder and tank. The
bladder is expanded toward the tank wall during expulsion.
Failure of the bladder resulted during the first expulsion
although an expulsion efficiency of 99% is reported. Controlled
expansion with this type of expulsion device is difficult to
achieve.
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The development of a workable system using this approach is
probably not warrantee for current application.
4. Telescoping Diaphragms
A recent development in the metallic diaphragm field involv-
ing a new approach has been reported by Bell Aerosystems Company
(Ref. 18). The name "telephragm" has been coined by Bell for
this type of diaphragm. This approach applies to cylindrical
tankage and consists of telescoping a thin cylinder within it-
self to form three concentric convolutions. The outer convolu-
tion is attached to the container wall at one end of the cylin-
drical tank. During expulsion, rim rolling at the outer convolu-
tion occurs first, followed by rim rolling of the inner sections.
In the fully expelled configuration, the diaphragm forms a
stepped cylinder where the diameter decreases with each of the
three steps. Aluminum 1100 only has been used for the diaphragm
material which is fully annealed after telescoping. An expulsion
efficiency of 94% using an 8-inch diameter telephragm has been
achieved. Better efficiencies are anticipated with continued
development efforts. Only one expulsion can be achieved with
this device.
5. Gaging Systems
Propellant gaging in rolling diaphragm systems can be achieved
by determining the diaphragm positinn during expulsion. A series
of electrical circuits which open progressively as the diaphragm
leaves the tank wall is an attractive approach. Changes in ac-
celerating force direction woul4 not appreciably affect the device.
Any of the various gaging systems discussed earlier are also
adaptable.
B. DESIGNS FOR NO HARDWARE CHANGE APPLICATION
The existing still well and gaging system presents a difficult
problem in the retrofit design approach. The gaging system is
not adaptable to diaphragm-type expulsion. Two configurations
which seemed to present attractive development possibilities in
retrofit are impractical with this gaging system. These configura-
tions are: (1) an initially collapsed bladder which expands dur-
ing expulsion; (2) the chemical vapor deposition rolling diaphragm.
Both of these possibilities, previously discussed, require more
development than other metallic devices which appear more attrac-
tive for the no hardware limit application. With either of the
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two possibilities, hardware modification of the existing system,
in addition to still well removal, would also be required to ob-
tain a fUtILLiotiat system. Rerouting of the pressurization line
would be required and the existing scrl.vs tankage . I system
would require a sequencing valve arrangement to isolate the tanks
during expulsion from the diaphragm tank. Retrofit of the SPS
tank without at least the above modifications does not appear
practic"l for metallic diaphragm usage. Design configuration
for this application will not be given further consideration.
C. DESIGNS FOR NO HARDWARE LIMITATION APPLICATION
Metallic diaphragms have not been used in any flight system
to date. The state-of-the-art is progressing and these devf.ces
seem attractive for small tactical systems. The Lance propulsion
system will probably use this type of device in the near future.
Systems like the Apollo SPS, used in this evaluation study, re-
quire diaphragm sizes larger than previously fabricated which
suggests substantial development effort requirements before reli-
able positive expulsion can be demonstrated. Two tentative ':-
signs using metallic diaphragms have been selected for compara-
tive purposes in the current evaluation study. Neither design
meets all the design goals in the study; however, the nonpermeable
positive containment feature of metal diaphragms warrants their
consideration. The long term storage potential, excellent permea-
tion characteristics, and desirable material compatibility are
;significant features in the evaluation study.
1. Design A: Sliding Sleeve and Reinforced Hemisphere Combina-
tion
Adaptability. This design utilizes the same tank envelope
used in the existing service propulsion subsystem. The diaphragm
conforms to the tank wall in the upper half of the tank (Fig. 11)
and is attached to the tank at the midplane. A combination of
the sliding sleeve and the reinforced hemisphere is used in the
diaphragm design. The diaphragm material is 321 stainless steel
with a nominal wall. thickness of 0.010 inch. A slight reduction
in wall thickness in the dome area will promote apex rolling of
the diaphragm. A tapered sheet thickness from the hemisphere
base to the apex is desirable to control the rolling mode.
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;— Pressurization Port
Diaphragm 0.010 ip,	 M
Vent	 - - --
Tube	 -"
Tank Wall	 --	 -
0.028 in.	 — --- ---
Sleeve 0.062 in.
Vent	 15.',.3 in.
Tube
51.00 in.
 1b.Diameter
Outlet
Fig. 11 Sli,;ing Sleeve-Reinforced Diaphragm
A conical transition section is used between the cylinder and
spherical section to reduce the high strain in this area and to
prevent reinforcing ring interference. The cone forms an 80 de-
gree angle with the base. Reinforcing rings, 3/16 O.D. tubing
with a 0.035 wall, are attached to the cone in planes parallel
to the base at 1.5-inch spacing and 1.0-inch spacing on the spher-
ical section. Twenty-eight tube rings are used to support the
cone and domed section of the diaphragm. Support in the cylindrical
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section is provided by the titanium sliding sleeve that is held
in position prior to cylinder rolling action by clips at the
tank midplane. A port is required in the forward tank dome for
pressurizing gas flow,
Propellant filling of these devices presents a problem. A
first thought might be to turn the tank so the outlet is forward
to permit gravity fill and venting from the outlet port, but this
approach has the disadvantages of outflow line plumbing complica-
tio! - and the undesirable diaphragm pressure differential during
bo;,st (hydrostatic lead pressure of liquid in the thin shell).
The possibility of turning the tank for filling through the out-
let and reorienting to the "outlet aft" attitude after filling
is impractical in this application. Filling in the outlet aft
attitude is obviously the most desirable approach. Three possi-
bilities are available; vacuum filling, venting the diaphragm, or
filling with the diaphragm initially in the expelled position.
The latter method cannot be used in this design as the dia-
phragm does not have a recycle capability. `ae structur4*1 l -
tegrity of the tank will not permit the high vacuum approach with-
,	 out severe weight penalty. Diaphragm venting in the outlet aft
attitude appears to be the most attractive filling method„ Fill-
ing and venting through the outlet using a removable vent probe
which extends to the top of the diaphragm is impractical as it
imposes severe design complications in the outfluw line to facil-
itate removal of the vent probe. Two other method to vent the
tank at the diaphragm apex are conceivable. Venting through both
the diaphragm and tank dome can be achieved by a disconnect-
mechanism or by a light supple metallic tube attached to the pro-
pellant side of the diaphragm. The tube, open at the diaphragm
apex, would terminate at a vent port located in the tank wall
below the midplane. The vent port would be capped after loading
has been completed. The tube, attached to the diaphragm dome,
follows the dome curvature as it inverts during expulsion. As
the sliding sleeve moves aft, the vent tube is either sheered off
or flattened against the tank wall by the sleeve leading edge.
This approach is attractive, as a vent port is not required in
the O rplirrgm. Collapsing pressure of the tube must be great
enou^,Y, c-,.withstand,, only the hydrostatic pressure encountered
during; :`filing thereby offering minimum resistance to diaphragm
deformation during expulsion. This venting method also provides
the capability for propellant gravity draining without. flexing
the diaphragm.
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Reliability. The potential. failure of the metallic diaphragm
expulsion system can be estimated by anticipating individual fail-
ure modes. A failure mode for the purpose of this evaluation is
defined as any function which prevents gas-free liquid from enter-
ing the engine feed line. Anticipated failure modes for the
sliding sleeve-Conospheroid diaphragm are summarized as follows:
a) Reinforcing ring to shell attachment failure;
b) Diaphragm material work hardening from flexing dur-
ing slos'i modes;
c) Diaphragm to tank seal;
d) Binding of sliding sleeve during travel;
e) Vent tube interference.
Weight. The calculated weight of the Design A diaphragm
using a 321 stainless steel shell and reinforcing rings with a
titanium sliding sleeve is 118 pounds. Replacing the stainless
steel with titanium would reduce the weight of the tentative de-
sign to 104 pounds. This weight is based on the same material
geometry used for stainless steel. No change in metal thick-
ness was considered.
Development. Metallic diaphragms have some features which
make them attractive for positive expulsion devices. The present
state-of-the-art has not advanced to the point where reliable de-
vices with muft.i.cycle capability can be fabricated. Design and
fabrication areas requiring additional analysis and development
are:
a) Diaphragm forming and wall thickness control in large
diaphragms;
b) Reinforcing tube ring attachment techniques which
minimize diaphragm strain during rolling to increase
cycle life;
c) The effect of propellant slosh on diaphragm material
(work hardening effects);
d) Diaphragm-sliding-sleeve fit; to- l er.atices and surface
finishes to minimize slee,,. ,,e,ock,, .rq7, potentials and
friction drag;
e) Diaphragm to tank attacl i Ag	 (dissimilar
metal joining);
f) Joining diaphragm transition sections with no adverse
effect on rolling performance.
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Expulsion Efficienc}, ,. The expulsion efficiency of these sys-
tems, defined as the ratio of maximum propellant expelled to pro-
pellant loaded, is at least 99.57.. The diaphragm is designed
to sweep the entire volume occupied by the propellant.
The volumetric efficiency, defined as the ratio cf maximum
propellant loaded to total interior tank volume, is 99% for the
Design A configurations.
Slosh Control. The effect of propellant slosh on the metallic
diaphragm requires further investigation, The diaphragm in a
partially expelled tank will tend to oscillate with the propellant
motion. Slosh damping will be provided by the diaphragm, but if
the slosh force is great enough to flex the diaphra-m, work
hardening of the material and ultimate failure will result. The
limitation of the diaphragm under a sloshing mode is unknown at
this time.
Design Goals. The sliding sleeve-reinforced hemisphere
combination design does not meet all of the design goals indicated
in the statement of work. All goals tinder Priority I can be met
with the exception of the weight goal. The stainless steel de-
sign discussed above weighs about 118 pounds which is considerably
in excess of the 10 pound goal. A reduction in this weight of
about 20 pounds could be realized by using titanium for the dia-
phragm material. The largest we i ght contribution is the sliding
sleeve which is titanium in the stainless steel design discussed.
The use of titanium would simplify diaphragm-to-tank attachment
but titanium diaphragm techniques for expulsion devices have not
been developed.
Some of the goals under Priority II can be met with qualifica-
tion; others cannot.
Operation of the diaphragm under positive or negative g will
not be a problem providing the hydrostatic head resulting from
negative g forces does not produce rupture stresses in the dia-
phragm.
Hardware changes to the propulsion system will be required
in this design. Changes to the tank consist of: (1) pressuriza-
tion port, (2) vent port installation, and (3) tank modification
at the midplane to facilitate diaphragm attachment. In addition,
pressurization lines from the storage will have to be routed to
the tank dome. The existing pressure regulation system is prob-
ably adequate.
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The expulsion life of this system is limited to one cycle
where the design goal specifies multiple cycles. V rein-
forced cone and sphere of the diaphragm can be reversed, but the
cylindrical section does not have this capability.
The series tankage capability goal can be obtained only by
sequence valving or a parallel system.
Off loading can be achieved in this design by first completely
filling the tank and then expelling propellant to the desired off-
load point.
2. Design B Conospheroid Diaphragm
Adapability. The metallic diaphragm in Design B may be re-
cycled. As previously mentioned, performance on the Conospheroid
concept has been demonstrated in achieving at least six complete
successful reversals using water as the expelled fluid. Dia-
phragms of the size required for this design have never been
fabricated or evaluated. The diaphragm consists of a conical
and spherical section fabricated from 321 stainless steel 0.010-
inch thick, reinforced with 3/16 O.D. stainless steel tube rings
attached in planes parallel to the cone base (Fig. 12). The
tube ring spacing is 1.5 inches on the conical section and 1.0
inch on the spherical section. The cone length is 60 inches and
has a taper of 10 degrees to reduce strain and to prevent ring
interference during expulsion. The diaphragm is attached to the
tank at ' the mid-plane, as in Design A. The dimensions of the dia-
phragm result from using the existing tank envelope, i.e., 51-
inch diameter by 152 inches long. Within this envelope, the tank
geometry should conform to that of the diaphragm for the best
efficiency. The tank would then be symmetrical about the mid-
plane and taper by 10 degrees, fairing into a spherical section
at earJ- era. The resulting tank volume is 100 ft  which is greater
than a 36% reduction. If this tank configuration were expanded to
create a volume of 160 ft-3
 , the required Envelope would be 62-
inches in diameter by about 160 inches in length. This configura-
tion, designated as Design B-2 is included for consideration in
the evaluation. Design B-1, also a modification of Design B, is
included for comparison purposes. In this configuration, the
same diaphragm used in Design B is used in a tank having the same
dimensions as the existing SPS tank.
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Tile propellant loading problems in Design B are the same as
in Design A, although filling could be accomplished by expand4^g
the diaphragm from the expelled position to the fully extended
position, venting the ullage through the pressurization port.
It is probably more desirable to use the vent tube approach to
vent the propellant side of the diaphragm as previously discussed,
rather than flex the diaphragm during loading because work harden-
ing of the diaphragm increases with each reversal.
Reliability. Failure modes in Design B and the two modifica-
tions are similar to those for Design A, with the exception of
the sliding sleeve failure mode.
Wei. Diaphragm weights f-)r Design B and modifications
B-1 and B-2 are presented in Table III. The diaphragm for De-
sign B-2 is heavier than those for B and B-1 as the diaphragm
surface area has been increased. Weights are based on the same
material thickness for both stainless steel and titanium. An
additional weight penalty results from the larger tank require-
ment in the B-2 configuration. A 12% weight increase based on
diameter increase appears conservative as the domes of the tapered
tank are smaller than the existing tank.
Table III: Expulsion Device Evaluation Variables for
Design B
Titanium	 Volumetric Expulsion	 Tank
DesignWeight (lb) SS Efficiency Efficiency Volume (ft3)
B 25 46 97.5 >99.5 100
B-1 25 46 66 80 161
B-2 32 60 97.5 >99.5 161
Development. Development time and costs for this design
would not be as lare as for Design A if stainless steel is used
for the diaphragm assembly. Development of a titanium device,
however, would probably require an expenditure equivalent to
that required for Design A. Other development problems are simi-
lar to those summarized for the Design A configurations.
Expulsion Efficiency. Expulsion efficiency for Design B
configurations are presented in Table III. The relatively low
efficiency for the B-1 modification reflects the outage resulting
from the mismatch between diaphragm and tank contour in the ex-
pelled condition. Volumetric efficiency, also presented in Table
III, is 97.5% for configurations B and B-2. The diaphragm-tank
contour mismatch is again reflected in the low efficiency value
for modification B-1.
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Slosh Control. The effect of sloshing propellant on the
diaphragm performance requires additional analysis in these de-
signs as well as in Design A.
Design Goals. Deviation from the design goals for Design A
also applies to the design B configurations with the following
exceptions:
a) This design does have recycle capability,^probably
limited to less than six complete expulsions;
b) The design does not meet the propellant load volume
requirement of 161 ft-'3 if the tank envelope is
maintained.
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IV. CAPILLARY EXPULSION SYSTEMS
In the last few years a considerable effort has been expended
on the application of surface tension forces to provides propel-
lant control (management) for spacecraft propulsion systems. The
underlying theory is quite simple, and experimental test results
have been obtained to verify and establish criteria for capillary
system design. Many aerospace companies and government agencies
such'as LeRC, MSFC, and MSC have sponsored studies in this area.
While the feasibility of surface tension propellant manage-
ment is well established, application on existing propulsion
sysAems is quite limited. The sump tanks in both propellant
-tanks of the Apollo SPS are probably the most significant example
of the application of surface tension control. A sketch of the
Apollo SPS is given in Fig. 13 with a comprehensive discussion
of its operation presented in Ref. 19. Other systems using more
basic forms of surface tension control are the Agena and Tran-
stage primary propulsion systems. Capillary expulsion systems
have also been fabricated and tested on R&D programs such as the
Packaged Liquid Missile Program [Contract AF04(611)-11398], the
Sterilizable Liquid Propulsion System (Contract JPL 951709), and
the In-Space Propellant Orientation and Venting Experiments [Con-
tract AF04(611) -11403] .
Hardware is also being developed and fabricated for future
applications as discussed in Ref. 20 and 21.
These programs and the various technology programs lee,ve
little doubt about the merit of surface tension propellant con-
trol for a wide variety of space applications. For devices em-
ploying perforated platas or square weave mesh screens, the
supporting fabrication technology is existing and does not differ
significantly from existing technology involved in tank design
and support structures. However, for systems employing micronic
porous materials as Dutch twill woven cloth, sintered powder
metals, sintered fibers, etc., the supporting technologies are
not well defined. Quality control procedures, inspection tech-
niques, cleaning procedures, manufacturing procedures and pro-
cesses such as welding, bonding, and forming have not been ex-
tensively developed. If systems are designed that require the
use of these materials, additions levelopment will have to be
conducted.
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A. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In tile: application of capillary systems for propellant con-
trol, there are two distinct operational considerations: the case
of liquid retention by surface tension forces directly; and the
case of pressure forces providing; the retention with surface ten-
sion forces acting to stabilize the gas (pressurant)- liquid inter-
face, The former will be referred to as capillary retention and
the latter pressure-supported capillary stability.
Figure 14 illustrates the configuration of p assure supported
capillary stability in a partially filled tank with And without
a porous barrier. Tile acceleration vector is parallel to the tank
axis and acts in the direction to cause the propellant to tend to
migrate to the opposite; end of the tank. However, if the proper
relationships of fluid properties and system geometry exist, the
gas liquid interface will be stabilized by the surface tension
forces and the 'iquid will remain at the top of the tank supporter
by the ullage pressure (ir. excess of the vapor pressure of the
liquid) beneath the interface. Thus, the interface acts as a
barrier it a manner similar to that of a movable piston to prevent
gas penetration into the liquid and hence, liquid displacement to
the other end.
The classical criteria for determining this hydrostatic sta-
bility regime is the bond number (Bo) , which is a dimensionless
ratio of 'body forces to capillary forces.
Bo = ice=
	
(1)
0
where
p = liquid density
a - acceleration normal to liquid-gas interface
L = system characreristic dimension (usually radius of the
opening in which interface is located)
v = liquid surface tension
aTank
Acceleration
r
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(a)
	
(b)
Fig. 14 Pressure Support Capillary Stability
This equation can be arranged to d ,
 fine the critical system dimen-
sion to maintain stability
L
Bo	 ^
Grit a
crit 
3	
p g
It has been ::shown experimentally that for bond numbers below a
critical value, the system is stable. The critical value is a
function of the liquid to solid surface contact angle and the geo-
nietry of the pore. Several investigations have studied this inter-
facial stabilizing effect for tubes (Ref. 22), plates (Ref. 23)
and screens (Ref. 24) in a one-g environment. More recently Martin
Marietta, under Contract NAS8-20837, has investigated the hydro-
static stability characteristics of large pore sizes (d _-> 0.02 in.)
under accelerations of 0.001 to 0.058 (Ref. 25) .
(2)
Barrier
— 10 1
Pank Acceleration
Fig. 15 Capillary Retention
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across the individual pore is small
system so that it can be ignored.
Figure 15 illustrates the
case of capillary retention.
The acceleration vector is nor-
mal to the axis of symmetry of
the interface. For the single
interface partially filled tank,
Masica et al. (Ref. 22) has
shown that the interface sta-
bility limit as defined by the
Bond number, where a is now the
acceleration normal to the tank
axis. is slightly greater than
that for the earlier case. That
is, the stability margin of an
interface in a tank with a given
acceleration vector is slightly
greater when the tank is oriented
with the acceleration vector nor-
mal rather than parallel to the
tank axis. In general, the
capillary , support condition of
interest is that associated with
a porous surface as shown in Fig.
15. Here the hydrostatic head
enough in relation to the total
The condition of interest is the maximum pressure difference
across the interfaces at the holes. This can be expressed by the
Young-Laplace equation -
LAP ^' Q 1 + 1	 (3)
rl	
where rl and r2 are the principal radii of curvature. The failure
of the instability mode is characterized by the ullage entering
the holes in the liquid low pressure region and liquid draining
into the ullage from the high pressure location. Isolating and
examining only the two extreme holes, Fig. 15 (the critical con-
dition for a homogeneous system), the pressure difference for the
upper hole (subscript x on Fig. 15) is equal to the ullage pressure
minus the liquid pressure and for the lower hole (subscript y) is
a( 1 + 1^	 + v	 l +	 1\r l 	 r2	 ( r l	 r`x	 y'n'P :- (4)
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equal to the liquid pressure minus the ullage pressure. The total
retention capability is then
For totally wetting fluids, experimentation at Martin Marietta
has shown that contribution of the lower hole to the total reten-
tion capability is small and should be assumed to be zero for
capillary system design purposes, i.e., rl
Y 
and r
2Y	
000 Therefore,
the capillary retention capability of the system reduces to
	
P = c ( 1 + 1	 - pah	 (5)
r^	 rL
x
where: p = liquid density
a = system acceleration
h = distance between holes
For a circular opening, the maximum retention (,LP max) occurs when
the interface is hemispherical (r l
 = rp = r/. For all other in-
terface positions, the radius of curvature is greater; therefore
the pressure retention capability is less.
To utilize Equation (5) for design purposes requires consider-
ation of other factors such as barrier surface geometry and con-
dition, and contact angle. One approach is to modify the equation
in the form
LAP	 = K a
max
where the value of K' for different surface geometries, such as
square weave or Dutch *_will screen, is determined empirically by
a technique known as a bubble point test. A plot of K' versus the
absolute micron rating of Dutch twill cloth, as determined by a
bubble point test, is presented in Fig. 10 of Ref. 26.
Another consideration in addition to hydrostatic stability is
induced capillary flow, or what is often referred to as capillary
wicking. Normally these forces are fairly small and do not pro-
vide a means for retention of fluid in the presence of upsetting
body forces caused by attitude control maneuvers of spacecraft.
(6)
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However, they may be useful for repositioning part of the propel-
lant to a desired location during near zero acceleration periods
following disturbing forces. Such a device could conceivably be
used in conjunction with a capillary barrier where the capillary
duct or wick would supply liquid to the barrier sump where it
would be retained during adverse accelerations and made available
for outflow at demand.
The capillary pressure capability of the duct should be less
than that of the sump so that a pressure difference will exist to
cause flow from the duct to the sump. The duct can be a closed
tube or an open channel. The open channel is preferable since
large bubbles are much more likely to block the action of a closed
tube. If the open duct is made in the form of a V-shaped channel,
entrained bubbles will be moved outward by capillary action to a
point where the channel width is as large as the bubble diameter.
Coalescence of bubbles will. result in increased diameter bubbles
which will be moved further, out in the channel. By a continua-
tion of this process, the duct may be largely cleared of entrained
gas.
Capillary
Duct
Of primary concern wits-
closed channel capillary ducts
is the fact that the porous sur. -
fact will be sealed off by liquid
before the duct is filled, trap-
ping a gas pocket in the duct and
thereby destroying its liquid
transfer capability or supplying
gas to the outlet, as illustrated
in Fig. 16. This sealing off of
the porous surface could be caused
by more rapid capillary wicking
of the external surface than the
channel fill rate, by propellant
slosh or in some cases by pro-
pellant condensation on the chan-
nel surfaces. This particular
problem would have to be con-
sidered in detail for each appli-
cation.
Gas
Pressurant I Bubble
I
.Fig. 16 Capillary Duct Pressurant
Blockage
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B. EXPULSION DESIGN CONCEPTS
In developing capillary concepts for the propulsion system
characteristics defined in Table I, the study started with what ap-
peared to he the simplest configuration and progressed to increas-
ingly complex concepts to gain performance advantages.
The system ,, haracteristics (Table I) of 50 restarts with dura-
tions as short as ore second each, impose specific design require-
ments on the propellant management system. Because one second is
not sufficient time to settle propellants that may have migrated
away from the outlet and provide a reasonable refill time for a
trap design, the restart system must have a propellant feed capac-
ity to accomplish the starts without relying on bulk propellant
resettle or refill. For purposes of this study, a square wave
steady-state flowrate of fifty seconds (50 one-second pulses) was
chosen as a minimum design requirement for the duty cycle, result-
ing in an advers-: environment propellant feed requirement of
approximately 22 ft  of both oxidizer and fuel., or slightly greater
than 12% of the tank volume. Two approaches are possible to pro-
­A e this capacity. One is to provide a flow path from the bulk
propellant to the outlet, as by a capillary duct, regardless of
the bulk propellant location; the other is to trap at the outlet
the required propellant for the total mission. The capillary
duct approach is quite constrained by the duty cycle and accelera-
tion environment of the system. The negative acceleration value
of 0.2 g with only five seconds of low-g (10 -5 g) prior to restart,
is such that an open capillary duct would not be practical. Even
a closed channel of micronic porosity would not remain full of
liquid over the entire tank length. With a barrier of 325 by 2300
woven wire cloth (the finest weave commercially available), the
maximum supportable hydrostatic pressure at 0.2 g acceleration would
be about 75 inches of nitrogen tetroxide. Since the total tank
length is over 150 inches, this would represent approximately 50%
of the tank volume that could be connected by a duct under the neg-
ative acceleration and static conditions, before gas would enter
the duct and liquid would be drained away from the outlet,
Therefore, before a capillary duct could be considered for
the oxidizer tank under present technology, the negative accelera-
tion environment would have to be less than 0.1 g. This would
represent an optimistic limit without any operational margin or
allowances for dynamic flow losses.
MCR-69-87
For the fuel tank, the propellant properties (density and
surface tension) are iriore favorable and a hydrostatic head of
136.5 inches of Aerozine-50 could be supported wittl a 325 by
2300 Dutch twill screen material. The maximum negative accelera-
tion for further consideration of this type of design would there-
fore be about 0.17 g.
If we limit the negative acceleration environment to a value
less than 0.1 g (0.05, for example), complete draining of pro-
pellant away from the outlet will not occur. The lateral accel-
eration of 0."'09 g and the roll and pitch maneuvers would not
present limitations. The limiting design criteria is the positive
acceleration during thrusting. Although the propellant will tend
to locate (- , ;er the outlet to prevent gas ingestion by the crigine,
it is possible to drain the liquid out of the capillary channels
that are exposed in the ullage area. Unless the channels can be
designed,
 to remain full of liquid or refill 'between thrust periods,
this ingested gas could be transferred to the engine during sub-
sequent thrust periods.
Based on the desired system characteristics, the duty cycle
does not provide for any duct refill time between engine burns.
Typical refill rates for closed capillary ducts are presented in
Figs. 17 and 18 for a concentric liner and single tube with 10
in. 2 of the flow area. The positive acceleration levels (see'Fig.
2) are too high to permit a channel design that will remain full.
Therefore, the design must allow for gas ingestion in the channels
without gas feed to the engine. This can be accomplished by
connecting the capillary duct to a reservoir (located over the
outlet) that contains a capillary liner to prevent the gas from
passing into the engine feed line. A concentric screen capillary
duct and reservoir system is shown in Fig. 16.
Assuming no total loss of communication in the capillary duct
(i.e., wetted walls), the sump must be large enough to trap the
intermittent gas ingestion. However, the sump size is also con-
strained by the acceleration environment because the sump liner
must provide gas-free expulsion capability to the engine.
A worst case for consideration is a duty cycle where most of
the propell'int is consumed in the first burn, with only enough
left to complete 49 one-second pulses. Win the liner duct con-
cept shown in Fig. 16, the maximum gas volume that could be in-
gested during 49 burns is about 30 ft3 . This volume of gas would
require a sump design larger than the propellant volume required
for the 50 restarts (22 ft 3) and therefore would not be a reason-
able approach.
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An alternative technique is to trap Fa sufficient quantity of
propellant at the outlet (about 22 ft 3) to provide the required
restart capability. This design is shown in Fig. 10 	 'lie size
of the lower compartment (1) is determined by the acck .oration
environment and porous material limitations of the compartment
liner, with the upper compartment (2) sized to provide the remain-
ing required propellant volume. For the axial acceleration in the
nagative direction of 0.2 gy the finest Dutch twill cloth would
provide a retention capability of approximately 78 inches of
nitrogen tetroxide and 136.5 inches of 50% N G.Q.l - 50% UDMH (50-50).
For the lateral acceleration of u.009 g the retention capability
is even greater, so these would not limit the liner geometry. In
the propulsive period, the screen liner must prevent gas entry
into the annulus during thrusting as shown in Fig. 19. The pres-
sure drop across the screen during thrusting is equal to the hydro-
static head of the exposed liquid column (h) plus the viscous
losses due to propellant flow through the screen liner ana flow
in the annulus to the outlet.
API = AP  + AP V,+ ,^ ,r
`,` 	( 7)
ILPH = hydrostatic head
LdP	 = viscous losses for fluid
a
V1	
transfer across; screen
ILPV	= viscous losses for fluid
transfer in annulus
Preliminary sump sizing,
Tank based upon the use of 250 by
Acceleration 1375 mesh Dutch twill cloth,
indicates an exposed screen
liner height of 8.5 inches is
reasonable to prevent gas in-
-4—Compartment 2 gestion during the terminal
acceleration level of 0.9 g.
`	 h Compartment 1 This value was used to generate
Liquid the capillary retention designs
shown in Figs. 22 and 26,
	 The
Primed
-- —_'	 Annulus
cover screen is designed to be
_
stable in acceleration environ-
_
gents up to 0.2 g, negative
axial and 0.009 g lateral,
Outflow Line
Fig. 19 Capillary Liner Propellant Trap
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unstable under 1.0 g (earth gravity) so gas will be purged out
during ground fill; and provide a lateral wicking capability to
prevent screen "dry cut " dLiring non-propulsive periods. Cover
plate design considerations were investigated extensively under
Contract NAS8-21259 (:tef. . 25) . The proposed design would involve
a double layer for the cover plate consisting of a perforated plate
and screen. Wicking would take place between the two layers and
the perforated plate would act as a deflector of rebounding fluid
to aid in establishing a liquid film over L"he cover plate at en-
gine cutoff. Further test effort is required to establish the
effectiveness of this type of barrier design relative to the
acceleration environment.
Two approaches to the upper compartment design are considered.
The simplex method provides a single conical barrier across the
tank diameter. The pore size considerations are the same as dis-
cussed above for the lower compartment cover plate. During thrust-
ing, 11jjuid in this compartment in contact with the lower compart-
ment would be preferentially expelled into the lower compartment.
Any pressurant ingested by the lower
compartment during the transient
periods would be retained in the
lower compartment until propellant
depletion. For high expulsion
efficiency, this design requires
that all of the propellant be ex-
pelled to the lower compartment
prior to propellant depletion in
the lower compartment. The volume
of the lower compartment will pro-
vide approximately 10 one-second
pulses. Furthermore, the propel-
lant shown in the shaded section of
the upper compartment (Fig. 20) is
considered a conservative estimate
of the propellant drainage into the
lower compartment without any re-
settling consideration. This re-,
presents an additional 10 one-sec-
ond pulses. A plot of propellant
free-fall distance versus time for
the minimum acceleration during
?ropulsion (0.34 g) is shown in
Fig. 21.
Fig. 20 Dual Compartment Propellant
Reservoir
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The maximum distance that liquid would travel from the upper
to the lower screen is only on the ord"r of 13 inches. This ini
dicates some liquid contact from the upper compartment with the
lower screen during each pulse. Therefore, complete drainage of
the upper compartment prior to depletion of the lower should not
present a problem.
If an additional margin of safety is desir , _J for complete
drainage of the upper compartment, a liner siwi'"Lar to that em-
ployed in the lower compartment can be incorporated. This liner
would expell propellant into the lower compartment. The design
considerations for this liner are not as critical as for the
lower compartment since some gas penetration through the liner
would be permissible. The primary consideration would be
to ensure wicking of the liner surface to maintain the flow path.
Use of a Dutch twill weave material should ensure a barrier re-
wetting capability.
C. NO HARDWARE CHANGE CONFIGURATIONS
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To comply with the no hardware change criteria as outlined
earlier, the capillary system must be designed to be inserted
through the manhole cover in the bottom of the tank. This appears
to be feasible with the basic concept discussed above.
A resulting design is presented in Fig. 22 and 23. Slight
modifications to this basic structure are possible to increase
the design performance margin, or to simplify the installation
procedure. The modifications are shown in Figs. 24 and 25. The
first sketch indicates a modification to '.ncrease the exposed
surface area of the screen liner which provides a greater pro-
pellant scavenging capability under omnidirectional acceleration
environments. Figure 24 shows a desi6 .-., where the liner is limited
to the diameter of the manhole cover. The advantage of this sys-
tem is elimination of the requirement of maintaining a micronic
sealing capability zit the tank wall to trap cover plate joint.
In addition, it reuuces the assembly requirements within the tank
during installation, The disadvantage of this system is that the
liner-to-propellant _contact area within the compartment is de-
creased considerably. The final configuration will depend on
detailed analysis of the expected propellant interface locations
as a function of residual propellant and acceleration environ-
ment at the time of engine restart.
Tension
Support
Plea
Screens
Ring Frame
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Fig. 22 Retrofit Capillary Design
MCR-69-81
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Pleated Screen --"
Section B-B
11 Segments
(Installed Through
Manhole)
I^
View A-A
Fig. 23 Retrofit Capillary Design Details
{
1s
Fig. 24 Large Liner Area Reservoir
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The design shown in Fig. 22 was selected for evaluation as a
representative midpoint. between the two modification possibilities
incorporating all the teclinology required for fabrication of this
type of expulsion system.
1. Adaptability
The capillary design shown in Fig. 22 is adaptable to the
system characteristics outlined in Table I and Fig. 1. The sys-
tem is designed to provide sufficient propellant at the tank out-
let to accomplish up to 50 one-second engine burns under the most
restrictive acceleration environment a y.d propellant usage schedule.
If engine restarts occur with bulk prcpellant in contact with the
capillary traps, the restart capability will he increased because
consumption will not deplete the trapped propellant volume. As
the duration of the pulses is increased, the consumed propellant
can reduce the restart capability of the trap arrangement. How-
ever, this is true only if the duration does not provide bulk
propellant contact with the reservoir cover plate. As soon as
liquid contacts the trap surface, the liquid rather thi:.j pres-
surant will preferentially pass through and provide the engine
feed requirements.
A plot of the free-fall distance, as a function of thrusting
time, 15 shown or Fig. 21 with the corresponding propellant re-
maining as a cross plot. Previous studies (Ref. 19) indicate
the propellant will contact the surface after I to 2 free-fall
periods with enough settling to provide substantial liquid feed
capability after 3 to 4 free-fall periods, One free-fall period
is defined as t/(21/a)'/" with t defined as the free-fall time,
i as the free-fall distance, and a as the vehicle acceleration.
Figure 26 is 3 plot of the restart capability of the containment
system as a function of the duration of each pulse, assuming no
propellant feed from the free propellant bulk. As indicated by
the resettle plot, the free-fall time for the tank length above
the trap of approximately 125 inches is less than 1.0 seconds,
indicating that under worst case conditions some propellant feed
will be supplied from the bulk propellant for all pulse duration
greater than one second. Therefore, the limitations indicated
by the plot are not meaningful but indicate a theoretical mini-
mum. The system could also be designed to hold a larger volume
to avoid this theoretical constraint.
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Fig. 26 Capillary System Restart Limitations
The screen system shown, with or without the modifications
discussed, is capable of installation into the existing system
under the ground rules defined for retrofit of existing tankage.
The outer portion of the assembly would be inserted through the
manhole and installed in place. The inner section is preassembled
on the manhole cover plate and inserted into the tank to co mplet,.
the installation. With the more simplified configuration, Fig.
25, the installation procedure is the same but less assembly work
within the tank is required because the liner is entirely contained
on the tank manhole cover plate.
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To avoid interaction with the gaging system still well, the
propellant reservoir is isolated by a concentric metal shroud.
The shroud contains screen material in the lower portion to per-
mit draining; of propellant from the still well into the lower
propellant compartment during terminal draining. A deflector
has been included over the gaging still well shroud to prevent
the liquid impact at resettle from forcing gas into the lower
compartment. The use of fine mesh screen in the system dictates
a material selection of stainless steel based on current weaving
technology. The fine micronic cloth recommended for the lower
compartment liner, effective pore diameter of 18 micrors, is cur-
rently available only in 304, 321 and 316 stainless steel. Long
term storability of stainless steel in N20 4 and amine fuels has
been demonstrated for micronic filters (Ref. 27).
Selection of other woven materials such as aluminum or tita-
nium would require extensive development in the weaving industry.
At present these materials are not woven in meshes finer than a
75- to 100-micron effective pore diameter. This opening would
not permit the design of a gas free scavenging liner as proposed.
Other foramenous materials are available, as discussed in Ref.
28 in the 10- to 20-micron opening size. However, test data and
experience with these materials for a capillary expulsion system
are limited. One of the critical properties is the inherently
high flow resistance (pressure drop) across the materials. Ex-
tensive development work would be required to appraise the value
of these materials for capillary liner expulsion applications.
The capillary concept shown is suitable for series tankage appli-
cation. The inlet to the tank passes through the screen cover
plates and discharges into the bulk propellant-ullage area.
Therefore, either propellant or pressurant can be pumped into the
tank without affecting the operation of the capillary orientation
reservoir.
2. Reliability
The reliability of this design is extremely high. No moving
parts are involved and the only failure modes would be structural
deficiencies or degradation in the fine mesh screen pore size
(i.e., retention capability). Multiple cycle capability (»10
complete expulsion and fill cycles) has been demonstrated with-
out performance degradation (Ref. 29). A more quantitative evalu-
ation of long term propellant storability of the Dutch twill
screen is required, especially for the stainless steel in N204.
Existing qualitative data for storage periods in excess of 7 years
(Ref. 27) indicate that Dutch twill stainless steel screen does
not visibly degrade in N204 or amine fuels.
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3	 Statc-of-the-Art
The technology involved in Ohe design and application of
capillary expulsion systems is currently within the state-of-the-
art, Critical design parameters and scaling laws have been de-
fined and verified through extensive testing in one-g, high-g (>l)
and low-g (near zero) acceleration environments. As discussed
earlier, systems have been qualified and flight tested.
The fabrication technology involved in the design presented
is not greatly different from that currently employed on the Apollo
SPS propellant management design with the exception of the Dutch
twill woven wire liner. Considerable fabrication technology for
fine mesh Dutch twill cloth has beer. developed in the filter in-
dustry. Martin Marietta has investigated various welding and bond-
ing techniques under IR&D programs and has not encountered any
difficulty.
Capillary screen systems of comparable complexity and of the
same material as the concept pictured have been fabricated and
tested (Refs. 20 and 29). While some development would be required
to adapt the procedures to flight hardware, the risk involved would
be low. Perhaps the area of most concern is quality control and
inspection. Procedures must be developed to ensure against and
detect degradation of the screen effective micron size during
manufacturing and installation. While development of detailed
cleaning procedures and techniques would be required, Martin
Marietta and other companies have demonstrated the capability to
clean the woven wire materials for storable propellant application
with conventional cleaning procedures.
4. Wei&ht
The weight of the capillary system shown in Fig. 22 is approxi-
mately 18.7 pounds. The system is constructed entirely of stain-
less steel with Teflon seals at the joining surfaces. Altering
the screen liner as shown in Fig. 24 and 25 would result in less
than 10% weight increase and about 15% weight decrease, respectively.
5. Development Time and Cost
Development time for a capillary system design of the type
shown on Fig. 22 would be quite short for the fabrication tech-
nology does not exceed that which has been demonstrated. It is
estimated that an operational system could be qualified in less
than one year with a modest funding level. The area of highest
i
i
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risk in the design is the capability to obtain a seal around the
periphery of the lower cover plate, where it contacts the tank
dome, with an effective opening equivalent to or lefts than the mi-
cron rating of the screen (-15 microns). With the design modifica-
tion indl.cated in Fig. 25, the sealing requirement at the cover
plate periphery would I)v less severe. The development cost in-
volved in qualifying a capillary system would be low. As dis-
cussed, the technology is within the state-of-the-art and the size
of the system does not present any scaling problems.
6. Expulsion Efficiency
The system is designed to have an expulsion capability in ex-
cess of 99.5%. Under a terminal positive thrust period of greater
than two seconds, the efficiency will approach 100%. These values
do not include propellant lost due to vaporization in the ullage
space. For the design shown, the screen liner flow area has been
sized to remain primed under positive thrusting and steady-state
flow with as little as 0.8 ft of propellant remaining in the
reservoir (99.5% expulsion efficiency). The volumetric efficiency
of the tank with the propellant control device installed is in
excess of 99.9%. The displacement of the capillary system is
approximately 0.03 ft .
7. Passive Operation
The operation of the capillary system is completely passive.
No propellant settling is required to initiate propulsion system
restart. The system relies entirely on the physical properties
of the propellants in contact with the metallic surfaces and gas
pressurant to effect control. No rotating, sliding, or flexing
parts are involved in its operation.
8. Propellant Slosh Control
No provisions have been incorporated for propellant slosh
control or propellant free interface movement control other than
the propellant that is trapped below the perforated barriers.
The propellant within the compartments will be limited to move-
ment within the confines of the compartments. Additional slosh
control or bulk propellant movement control could be added by
including more lateral barriers at various points in the tank.
The technique for installation would be similar to that employed
for the two lower perforated barriers. As demonstrated by Martin
Marietta under Contract NAS8-21259 (Ref. 25) perforated barriers
can be very effective for dumping propellant motion in low gravity
applications.
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9. Pvessurant Gas Inge3tion
The primary goal in the evolution of the design shown in Fig.
22 was to avoid pressurant gas ingestion at the tank outlet prior
to propellant depletion. The screen liner is designed to prevent
gas from penetrating into the outflow line during conditions of
steady-state flow during thrusting and the ;,on-pr^aulsive accele-
ration environment. An analysis of gas bubble ingestion at the
tank zuLiet during terminal draining was not performed. However,
with the large manifolded outlet area (six 3-inch diameter holes
around the existing still well) gas ingestion during draining
should not present a major problem. The screen liner can be
blocked off over the outlet region and additional baffles added
to prevent premature vapor pull through. Detailed study and test-
ing is required to determine a satisfactory design configuration.
Some gas ingestion could occur from dissolved helium in the
propellants coming out of solution in the feed lines due to a
shift in the solubility (e.g. from rap..J thermal cycling or a
pressure drop in the lines during outflow).
10. Adaptability to Varying Acceleration Gaging System
The capillary design presented has been configured to include
use of the existing still well and gaging system. The gaging
system has been isolated from the propellant reservoir by a shroud
to prevent gas ingestion through the still well and liquid drain-
ing from the reservoir by the siphoning action of the still well.
However, liquid communication is maintained by the screens around
the base of the shroud.
The capillary trap concept is adaptable to various types of
zero-g environment mass gaging systems. The more promising tech-
niques that may have application are:
Radio frequency illumination;
Gamma ray attenuation;
Molimetric system;
Acoustic gas compliance.
MCR-69-87
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All of these techniques would regi ► ire further development and
test to assess the implication of the capillary propellant control
system on performance.
For the radio frequency system a mode-counting; technique can
be employed. If the propellant traps interfere with the total
tank illumination capabillity, each compartment can be illuminated
and measured zeparately. This does not impose a serious penalty
since the same signal conditioning equipment ca p be used. How-
ever, a separate excitation probe and pickup would be required
in each compartment.
In concept, the acoustic gas compliance technigt 	 hould be
adaptable to the capillary propellant management syst..m. However,
significant errors could develop in attempting to measure the
geometry of restart propellant because of the difficulty of main-
taining equivalent gas characteristics in the reference volume
and ;propellant compartments.
The molimetric system should be adaptable to the capillary
propellant control scheme with the same limitations as the acous-
tic system.
The gamma ray attenuation si r '-em could also be adaptable to
a tank with capillary retention reservoirs. For the propellant
above the compartments, the system would function reasonably well;
however, the internal structure associated with the capillary
propellant retention system would make it difficult to achieve
a uniform intensity in the tank. This would probably result in
considerable error in measurement of the trapped propellant.
D. NO HARDWARE LIMITATION CONFIGURATIONS
1. Adaptability
Removing the hardware constraints for the capillary system
design does not alter the basic concept. The primary differen^e
will be a one-piece design of the liner and cover plates rather
than the segmented configuration required for retrofit of the
existing tankage. A sketch of the resulting design without the
gaging still well is shown in Fig. 27. The configuration shown
would be installed during tank assembly. The tank domes would
be designed with mounting rings to facilitate installation and
sealing of the compartment cover plates.
------- Center Support
Screens
x.
glwp"-_
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Manhole and Inlet
Fig. 27 No Hardware Limitation Capillary Design
MCR-69-87
The pressurization port would be located at the top of the tank
for the configuration shown. A tank c- try point, if required for
internal tooling; for the final tank closure weld, would be in the
upper dome. If use of the existing still well were desired, a
cavity would be included in the center of the device similar to
the earlier design (Fig. 22). In a similar manner, the pressuri-
nation and propellant feed line entry could be retained by merely
passing; the pipe through the barriers and sealing around the
penetrations.
The design considerations and functional performance are the
same as in the no hardware mdifcation design.
2. Weight
The weight of the capillary sy.9tew (Fig. 27) is approximately
10.7 pounds.
3. Development Time and Cost
The ULevelopment time and cost would be minimal, as discussed
previously. This system would probably require slightly less
development than the retrofit configuration because of the less
difficult sealing problem around the periphery of the lower com-
partment cover plate.
11. Expulsion Efficiency
The expulsion efficiency of the capillary control device is
in excess of 99.5% excluding vaporized propellant, with a volu-
metric efficiency >99.9%.
E. SYSTEM DESIGN GOAL COMPLIANCE
The capillary propellant management system meets all of the
Priority I design goals (Table I). The Priority II design goals
not achieved are the ! tank modifications to the system on Fig. 1
as described above and the engine restart-duration constraints
presented in Fig. 26.
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
V. PISTONS
Piston expulsion has been demonstrated on the X1B airplane,
the Corporal missile (6.25-inch diameter), the Sergeant missile
development program (6.75-inch diameter), and on a tactical mis-
sile system in the 18-inch diameter class. There is no record of
a piston tank program approaching the 51-inch diameter of the sub-
ject tanks.
Development of a piston expulsion system for such large dia-
meter tanks is not considered to be within the state-of-the-art
for the following reasons:
1) Uniformity of tank diameter within close tolerance to
ensure proper fit and smooth travel of the piston is
difficult to attain;
•	 2) Piston seal materials, particularly in the oxidizer
tank, require extensive development work;
3) Adequate stiffness of existing tank walls to maintain
required dimensional tolerances under hydrostatic
pressure loads is doubtful.	 Beefing up the tank walls
is costly in terms of considerable weight increase.
A. PISTON CONFIGURATIONS
Two basic approaches to piston design are possible: center-
guided (Fig. 28) and peripheral-guided (Fig. 29).
The advantage of the center-guided piston is that it allows
a minimum weight piston. The guidance to control piston movement
is provided close to the tank center line where jamming and cock-
ing moments are minimum. This results in a shorter guide section.
Disadvantages of the center-guide piston are requirement for (1)
sealing both at the tank wall and at the center guide, and (2)
installation and weight penalty of a center-guide rod.
The advantage of the peripheral-guided piston is that it re-
quires sealing only at the tank wall. The disadvantages of this
piston are requirement for (1) a relatively long guide section at
the tank wall where jamming and cocking moments are maximum; and
(2) the long guide section length detracts from the volume of usable
propellant which may be contained in a given size tank.
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L = Length of Guide Section
Fig. 28 Cen;7er-Guided Piston	 Fig. 29 Peripheral-Guided Piston
Reference 30 recommends a length in contact with the cylinder
wall of at least 5/8 of the diameter. For the size of tank under
consideration, this amounts to a guide section length of at least
32 inches and a loss of usable propellant volume of at least 38
ft3 because of the void volume behind the piston. For this rea-
son, the center-guided piston is preferred,
i.
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B. PISTON SEALS
A successful piston design necessitates a good static and dy-
namic sealing capability between the pressurant and propellant.
For the diameter under consideration (51-inches) dynamic sealing
capability and seal wear are unknown quantities. The problem is
particularity acute because multiple piston reversals are a
design goal. Considerable development and testing would prob-
ably be required to establish a high confidence in seal per-
formance.
1. Wiper Seal Configurations
A wiper used as the dynamic seal has the tendency to be pushed
against the tank wall by the pressure differential across the seal
and by built--in spring force. Seal movement to a greater tank
diameter is at the expense of contact pressure while movement to
a smaller diameter increases the contact pressure. If diametric
tolerances on the tank w 1 are not too great, a wiper seal will
respond to diameter chan es at the expense of variable friction.
Pessible configurations of the wiper seal are shown in Fig.
30. Both seals depend upon force fit and pressure differential
to maintain wall contact. The contact angle of the first seal
may interfere with reverse motion of the piston during tank re-
fill or cause excessive seal wear during this operation. The V-
seal in b of Fig. 30 provides a double seal and should allow pis-
ton motion in either direction.
2. 0-Ring Seals
0-ring seals can perform the function of both static and dy-
namic seals. If 0-rings are used to seal between the piston
periphery and the tank wall, the center-guided piston of Fig. 28
should be modified to incorporate a short skirt to provide grooves
for 0-ring installation. This results in additional piston weight
and about 2 to 3 ft  additional loss of usable propellant. 0-rings
inserted in grooves in the center section are also required to seal
against the center-guide rod.
Dimensionally, 0-rings will not be as great a problem in the
center-guide section as around the piston skirt because the center
guide is of smaller diameter and much closer diameter tolerances
can be specified. The 0-ring width around the piston,skirt must
be great enough so that the greatest tank diameter variation over
80 MCR-69-87
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the piston stroke keeps the 0-ring com pressed against the wall.
The possible diametric variations, even after tank rework or re-
design, may require an extremely wide 0-ring with excessive com-
presaion on the minimum diameter tolerance. Resiliency of the
seal material to respond to small changes in tank wall diameter
is necessary to avoid seal leakage when the tank diameter is in-
creasing with piston travel.
3. Fuel Tank Seal Materials
Possible seal materials compatible with Aerozine-50 fuel are
Teflons, butyl rubbers and ethylene propylene rubbers (EPR). For
dynamic seal application, the seal must comply with small varia-
tions in tank diameter. Teflon is slow to adapt to dimensional
change; therefore, for this application, the butyl and ethylene
propylene rubbers are considered superior to the Teflons.
Reference 31 reports test results showing no change in physi-
cal properties of a butyl rubber and an EPR formulation after
complete and continuous immersion in Aerozine-50 for 30 days at
160°F. Either of these materials is considered satisfactory for
fuel tank seal application.
4. Oxidizer Tank Seal Materials
Reference 31 lists the dynamic test results of promising
materials for N20 4
 compatibility. Candidates selected from this
list showing only slight wear over 5000 to 10,000 cycles on a dy-
namic 0-ring tester with N204
 propellant are:
a) Polyethylene-based polymer;
b) Butyl-based polymer;
c) EPR-based polymer.
The latter two candidates exhibited about one-half the volume
change or the polyethylene-based polymer, but the polyethylene
base showed no signs of wear and no gas or liquid leakage over
10,000 cycles. The butyl and EPR-based polymers showed some wear
and some gas leakage.
A more recent material development showing excellent N 204 re-
sistance is carboxy-nitroso rubber (CNR) (Reference 32). Further
evaluation of this material is required to assess its applicability.
At this point in time, the polyethylene-based polymer would be the
recommended seal material.
I'',
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C. NO HARDWARE CHANGE CONFIGURATIONS
It is impossible to adapt the present tankage to a piston pro-
pellant control system without complete rework of the tanks.
First, the piston must be installed through a tank opening as
large as the tank diameter, necessitating the removal of at least
one dome. Secondly, it is possible that the ski;.i gage on the
existing tanks is not stiff enough to provide the necessary close
tolerance fit with a piston. Thirdly, the inside diameter of the
tank barrel must be r(worked to a very close tolerance in align-
ment with the tank centerline. The interior walls require a
machine surface finish. These operations preclude adaptation to
piston expulsion without complete tank redesign or overhaul.
D. NO HARDWARE LIMITATION CONFIGURATIONS
1. Adaptability
An extensive amount of tank rework or redesign is necessary to
adapt the tanks to the piston system. Most of this work requires
detailed analysis not presently available to determine the prac-
ticality of such a scheme.
Some of the major items affecting adaptability of piston pro-
pellant control to the existing tankage envelope are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
Rework of Existing Tanks. To adapt the existing tanks for
piston installation, data on diametric tolerances versus cylindri-
cal tank length, as well as the expected deviation of these
tolerances under loaded tank and flight load conditions must be
known. These data are necessary to determine whether piston seals
with sufficient flexibility may be designed to contact the wall
during full piston travel. Tank-to-tank variations in these di-
mensions are important to determine whether each piston design is
a custom fitting for one particular tank.
When these dimensions are known, and if they .indicate a "sloppy"
fit during piston travel, a decision must be made whether rework-
ing the tank interior cylindrical surface will improve the diame-
tric tolerances to provide a satisfactory fit without destroying
the integrity of the tank wall (if it has any integrity for piston
application) .
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A seamless cylindrical section is preferred; if the cylinder
is seam welded, the seam In the interior of the tank must be
ground smooth and maintain the circular arc. Interior surface
finish of the tank wall is critical for proper sealing against
helium ullage gas. With a Teflon seal and helium, an interior
wall finish in the range of 8 to 12 runs micro-inches of surface
roughness is necessary (Ref. 33). Such a highly polished finish
requires a lapping operation on the interior cylindrical wall.
Wall finish requirements with other seal materials is not known.
Compilation of the diameter measurements and the possibility of
refinishing the tank wall. requires the removal of both end domes.
If a center-guided piston design is selected, each dome must
have a boss accurately positioned in the center of the dome to
hold the end of the center-guide rod.
Tank Redesign. Even if dimensional tolerances on the existing
tanks are such that cylinder rework is not required, the cylin-
drical wall skin thickness (0.054 inches) for a 51-inch diameter
tank may not be stiff enough to maintain a predictable diameter
under loaded conditions. In this case, a thicker walled cylin-
drical section must be fabricated. Without detailed analysis of
the design, a proper wall thickness assessment cannot be made.
The fabricating process must specify uniformity of diameter with
cylindrical length, exact linearity of the tank center line, and
the acceptable deviation from these quantities to reflect small
changes in tank shape under flight load.
If Lank redesign is a serious consideration, variation of the
dome shape (and consequently the piston shape) can materially
influence the usable propellant volume within the envelope.
To provide the maximum propellant volume within the envelope
restrictions and to provide the maximum piston stroke, the first
inclination is to invert the tank upper dome as illustrated in
Configuration B of Fig. 31. The inverted dome, however, is sub-
jected to a buckling stress which requires an upper dome thickness
approximately five times the comparable: lower dome thickness, or
a complex dome support structure design. Therefore, a weight
savings is realized by the Configuration A (Fig. 31), a tank shape
that is a modification of the existing tank domes from hemis-
pheres to oblate spheroids with a lengthened cylindrical section.
To obtain the same usable propellant volume as in the existing
tanks (161.5 ft 3), modification of the present hemispherical end
domes (total height of 51 inches) to 3:1 oblate spheroids (eccen-
tricity = 1/3) represents a savings of 34 inches in height which
may be transferred to the cylindrical section.
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0.167
Usable Propellant Volume (ft3)
Fig. 31 Upper Dome Configuration Weight and Volume 'tradeoff
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Gage of the 3:1 oblate spheroid domes must be increased to
0.084 inch with combined weld ht Of both titanium domes reflecting
an increase of 25 pounds over the existing dome weights. Weight
increase of the lengthened cylindrical section (if 0.054-inch gage
is retained) is 47 pounds.
2, Weight
Assuming all-titanium construction, a weight estimate was
made for the piston design shown in Fig. 28. Rough sizing of
the piston center-guide collar for the subject tanks was accom-
plished by ratioing to existing systems (Ref 14). Combined weight
of the reinforced titanium piston head and collar section was cal-
culated to be 44 pounds. For the titanium center-guide rod, the
required moment of inertia of the rod cross-section allows a
tradeoff between guide rod O.D. and wall thickness which favors
a large diameter thin-walled cylinder for minimum weight. A 6.6-
inch O.D. titanium cylinder with wall thickness of 0.1 inch and
length equal to tank length at the centerline (153.8 in.) was
chosen. Weight of this center-guide rod is 50 pounds; it displaces
2 ft3 from the usable propellant volume. A weight summary for
this system is tabulated including the increased tank weight for
an elliptically domed tank to obtain 161 ft 3 of usable volume in
the same diameter and length of the Apollo tank (Fig. 1).
lb
Reinforced piston and guide section 	 44
Center-guide rod	 50
Total piston weight
	
94
Tank dome and cylinder weight increase
	 72
Total weight increase
	
166
3, Reliability
Piston reliability is dependent upon ability to seal a large
diameter with variable tolerances tight enough to prevent leak-
age but not so tight to cause seal failure. Although not enough
is known to attach a number to this probability, the reliability
of an article of this size is considered quite low.
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G . Develomnent Time and Cost
The requirement for fine diametric tolerances and interior
finishes, the possibility of customizing each pint in to the tank,
and the seal development effort all point to long development time
and high cost.
5. ExL)ulsion Efficiency
If the piston seals do not leak or fail, the expulsion effi-
ciency of the piston system s'iould be >99.5%.
6, Passive Operation
Inasmuch as the piston separates the tillage from the propellant,
the propellant is always settled against the tank outlet under posi-
tive or negative E. No auxiliary propulsion settling is required
with the piston sysi:em.
7. Propellant Slosh Control
Because the piston forms a rigid barrier between the liquid
propellant and the gaseous ullage, the propellant is confined and
will not slosh.
8, Pressurant Gas Ingestion
Gas ingestion into the propellant is a function of the seal
gas leakage rate. The design goal is a zero leakage seal. Whether
this may be realized in practice is questionable.
9. Gaging System
Inasmuch as all the propellant is trapped below the piston,
the simplest gaging technique, independent of acceleration level,
is a piston displacement measuring device. The molimetric and
acoustic gas compliance techniques should also be adaptable for
this application.
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V_ BELLOWS
A propellant control technique that provides a nonpermeab'e
membrane between the pressurant and propellant and yet has a
multiple recycle capability is a metallic bellows. Bellows first
received wide use in the aeros pace industry for items such as
dynamic seals, flexible joints and accumulators (Ref. 34). Ap-
plication to propellant control has been limited to small diam-
eters (less than 1 ft). Systems that have used bellows for ex-
pulsion include the Model 8250 Agena-Gemini Target Vehicle, and
Model 8247 Agena Multiple Restart Engine. Bellows were also de-
signed and tested for an ultra-low pressure rocket restart sys-
tem (Ref. 35). Advances in material forming and welding tech-
niques in recent years and increased interest in a metallic multi-
ple cycle expulsion system for the cryogenic application have re-
sulted in renewed interest in bellows systems. Two recent test
programs to demonstrate the feasibility of bellows expulsion and
provide experimentally verified design criteria are presented in
Ref. 36 and 37. Although detailed design of a bellows of the
size required for this application (51-inch diameter) has not
been attempted to date, extensive development of bellows tech-
nology in the area of fabrication and analytical description of
functional characteristics indicates that this diameter does not
preclude the use of bellows; but further development work would
be required. Designs as large as 30 inches in diameter have been
considered and do not nppear to present major technical problems
(Ref. 38) .
Although bellows are particularity suited for cylindrical
tankage, the design must include both the tank and bellows in
combination to obtain reasonable volumetric packaging efficiency.
Reversing the upper tank dome or using elliptical domes, as shown
in Fig. 32 and 33, improves the volumetric utilization capability
but results in increased tank weight.
The bellows can be designed to operate with the propellant
on the inside and pressurant on the outside with expulsion a-
chieved by collapsing the bellows, or by reversing the two and
expelling the propellant by expansion of the bellows. The former
method is recommended for this application because it permits
complete expulsion capability without the danger of deforming
the bellows convolutions, and th"s, at propellant depletion, de-
grading the recycle capability.
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Fig, 33 Bellows Assembly for Reversed Dome Tank
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Current bellows fabrication technology is limited to stain-
less steel designs; fabrication from other materials as aluminum
or titanium would require additional development and testing to
establish design criteria.
A. NO HARDWARE CHANGE CONFIGURATIONS
A total containment bellows configuration is not possible
within the "no hardware modification" ground rules. The bellows
is not adaptable to a series tankage application nor is it feasi-
ble for a complete bellows system to be installed and welded to-
gether through the existing tan gy: manhole. The still well gaging
system and pressurant inlet interfere with the bellows expulsion
and cycling modes, and the geometric shape of the tank domes does
riot permit an efficient volumetric design.
B. NO HARDWARE LIMITATION CONFIGURATIONS
A complete redesign of both propellant tanks would be re-
quired to adapt a bellows expulsion system to this application.
Figure 32 shows a representative layout of a tank and bellows
design. The domes have been modified as discussed under the
tank modification design considerations in Chapter V (Fig. 31).
The design shown would fit into the same cylindrical envelope as
the existing system and have the same usable volume (161 feet-9).
However, the tank weight would be increased approximately 72
pounds because of the thicker 3:1 elliptic dome sections re-
quired. The bellows and tankage would be constructed of titan-
ium.
The design was discussed with three leading bellows manufact-
urers -- Sealol, Inc., Solar Division of International Harvester
Company, and Metal Bellows Corporation -- and all indicated a
high confidence in their ability to fabricate a bellows of this
size and design with a minimum amount of development effort.
MCR-69-87
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1. Weight
The weight of the titanium bellows system shown in Fig. 32
was calculated based on material thickness of 0.010 inches, span
of 1.5 inches (which yields a bellows outside diameter of 51
inches and an inside diameter of 48 inches), and 160 bellows
spans or leaves. While these values are considered realistic, final
material thickness and span determination would require a detailed
analysis of the design. The total weight for the bellows leaves,
head support rings, and welds would be approximately 91 pounds.
This does not include the 72 pound weight penalty of the tankage
modification.
2. Reliability
Bellows have demonstrated high reliability under repeated
cycling. The primary failure mode would be leakage in the con-
voluted section caused by weld joint failure or pinholes in the
convoluted area from over-extension or fatigue..
3. Development Time and Cost
Based upon a successful
bellows of this size should
of the large size, the cost
be quite large depending on
bellows.
program, design and development of a
be possible within one year. Because
of tooling and manufacturing could
the technique employed to form the
4. Pressurant Gas Ingestion
The bellows provides a nonpermeable membrane between the
pressurant and propellant. If vapor is not trapped on the pro-
pe:llant side of the bellows during the fill operation, or leaks
do not develop in the bellows assembly, gas ingestion will not
occur.
5. Expulsion Efficiency
The bellows expulsion efficiency would approach 97% to 99%
and the tank volumetric efficiency would probably be about 85%,
depending on final design of leafs or spans and bellows heads
and tank domes. Most systems in use today have achieved ef-
ficiencies within these ranges.
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6. Passive Operation
Bellows require no settling acceleration, additional valves
or other moving parrs to ensure gas free liquid expulsion. Op-
eration is characterized by flexing of the bellows leaves during
the expulsion cycle.
7. GaQinR System
Bellows provide an inherently positive method of gaging pro-
pellant independent of the acceleration environment. By monitor-
ing the displacement of the head and Comparing this to a calibra-
tion of the displacement versus volume, an accurate liquid vol-
ume measurement can be obtained. The molimetric and acoustic
gas compliance gaging techniques can also be adapted to this
configuration.
F
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There are several techniques for expulsion that conceivably
could be used for the proposed configuration, but they do not
appear to be sufficiently serious contenders to warrant extensive
evaluation. This group includes electrical systems, chemical
foam systems, acoustic forces, and mechanical traps or a separate
restart tank.
A. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
The most promising electrical technique is a dielectrophoretic
system. By applying an electric field in a propellant tank it is
possible to preferentially orient liquid by making use of the
polarization forces. The electric field intensity, E, induces a
surface force density, Te, given by
T  = ,, (E - £ o ) E2 , Ref. 40
where c is the permittivity through the bulk of the liquid and
C o is the permittivity of the vapor.
This electrical surface force can be used to provide liquid
orientation and slosh control. A considerable amount of experi-
mental and theoretical work has been accomplished in this area,
and the feasibility of the techniques has been proven for expul-
sion and orientation of cryogens; but they are generally not con-
sidered suitable for storable propellants. The applicability of
dielectrophoretic systems depends to a great extent on the fluid
properties of the propellant, specifically the ra tli.o of the di-
electric constant to the electrical conductivity. In general,
the larger the dielectric constant to conductivity ratio, the
more suited the fluid is to this control. technique (Ref.. 39).
For the propellants under consideration, 50% N2H4
 - 50% UDMH
and N204 , only the N204
 is in the range of applicability. The
conductivity of the 50-50 appears too high for a practical design.
Based on the information presented to Ref. 40, a weight calcula-
tion was performed for a dielectrophoretic system to orient N204
over the tank outlet against a distributing axial acceleration of
0.2 g. The weight and power are plotted as a function of the re-
tained propellant on Fig. 34. In addition to the fairy* heavy
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weight and power consumption required, there is a certain devel-
opment risk involved concerning whether the system will operate
satisfactorily. Development and test effort would have to be
conducted to establish the operational characteristics of the
technique for N204-
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B. CHEMICAL FOAM SYSTEMS
A possible technique for expulsion is use of all expandable
solid material to fill the tank ullage space as the propellant
is withdrawn. The general technique is to react a high density
solid such as polyethylene with a catalyst in the tank to form
a low density foam (1.5 to 1.5 lb/ft 3). The obvious advantages
are the simplicity and positive propellant control. The dis-
advantages are that foams mast be compatible with the propellant
and not absc;rb the propellant. This ma- require use of a liner
in addition to the foam. The pressure buildup transient is slow
because of delay in the initiation of foam formation after injec-
tion of the ingredients, and similarly an overshoot will result
at shutoff until equilibrium is established. An elaborate pres-
sure control and injection system is required to control tank
pressure. Only one expulsion cycle is possible without reclean-
ing the tankage. In addition, for this size tank the weight of
such a system would probably exceed 200 pounds.
C. ACOUSTIC FORCES
Acoustical forces can be utilized to exert directed force on
gas bubbles in liquid systems. Ultrasonic transducers can be
designed to repel gas bubbles away from an outlet- covered with
liquid. This technique has been demonstrated for relatively small
bubbles; however, to accomplish orientation in a large tank, this
amounts to creating sufficient force to hold the resulting large
ullage volume at one end thereby retaining liquid over the outlet.
For the size system under consideration, the power consumption
requirements would probably be orders of magnitude above the de-
sign goal (10 pounds), if indeed an acoustical system could be
designed to accomplish the separation, This system would require
extensive experimental effort before a quantitative evaluation of
its feasibility could be made.
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D. MECHANICAL TRAPS
Mechanical traps, such as the false bottom check valve design
employed in the Transtage primary propulsion system, offer the
advantage of light weight and simplicity. The operation is char-
acterized by the trap being filled with propellant during thrust-
ing or initial tank filling and then preventing the liquid from
draining out during adverse acceleration or low-g coast periods.
This design provides liquid over the outlet for the next restart.
During the restart, pressurant will be ingested into the trap if
the bulk propellant is adversely located or it may be ingested
during the resettle. If the propulsive period is not of suffi-
cient duration to purge all the pressurant from the trap, gas
free liquid cannot be assured for subsequent restarts. Multiple
series traps could be employed where each trap would increase the
restart capability. For 50 restarts with variable burn durations,
where many short pulses may occur during terminal draining, this
approach is not considered practical.
J,I
_ 
Separate Resta tt Tanks
A separate reservoir isolated form the bulk propellant would
be another approach to the required restart propellant feed capa-
bility. Expulsion from the reservoir could be accomplished by
one of the techniques discussed previously. Schematics of a
system of this type are shown in Fig. 35 and 36. At engine start,
the propellant is supplied from the propellant reservoir. After
sufLicient thrust duration to establish a settled propellant con-
dition in the main tank, the outflow from the reservoir is termi-
nated by closing the reservoir valve and feed is established from
the main tank by simultaneously opening the main flow valve. The
system would probably require two additional valves in each pro-
pellant feed system, one at each tank outlet to control the pro-
pellant soLrce. For durations shorter than that required to
settle the bulk propellant, only the reservoir system would be
used. A timing circuit could be used for prom., valve sequence
control.
Praaat ant
Outflow
Praaattrant•
Outflow
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Fig. 35 Start Tank System - Submerged
	
Fig. 36 Start Tank System - Exterior
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The critical sizing parametcr for the reservoir is the re-
quired prope l lant: resuLt 14. , time .Ater initiation of engine start
From the plot presented an Fig. 21, the maximum frue-fall time
it; 0.9 scconds under Lhv most scvcre propellant usage schedule.
The res,jits of the propellant Settjijj^" ('CStS Presented LL Ref, 19
indicate that after four free-fall periods, substantial liquid
will 1) ,, located over the outlet; however, it will probably still
contain entrained gas bubbles. Assuming o capillary screen can
be used to prevent gas Itigustion at Lhe outlet, four free-fall
periods (a thrust of 3.6 sec) would be adequate to achieve settling.
T- meet the goal of 50 restarts, the reservoir woi, , Id have to have
the capacity to Supply 180 (50 x 3.6) seconds of propellant flow,
or over 40% of the total VOIL1111C. This large capacity would 6,,.stroy
the advantage of the restart technique. A plot of the propellant
requirement as a function of the number of restarts is presented
in Fig. 37. In addition to the size requirements, the complex
control system and components required make the system extremely
unattractive.
One other approach to the restart propellant feel requirement 	 •
that would eliminate the additional valving is to use a bellows-
capillary combination system. This concept (Fig. 38) uses a
bellows over Lhe outlet with a capillary screen end closure. The
attractive feature of this concept is that it offers a method of
preventing gas ingestion into the trap during bulk propellant
settling. The pressure retention characteristic of the screen
provides the pressure differential desired to collapse the bellows
during restart. As the propellant is withdrawn, trap volume de-
creases maintaining single phase liquid within the trap. After
the bulk propellant has been settled, the trap refills under the
forcL, provided by the bellows spring action. The addition of
scrcon in the bellows close to the tank outlet permits an outflow
path for the propellant outside the bellows in the bottom of the
tank.
A
Unfortunately, the size and restart criteria for the current
evaluation does not permit the use of this type of device. A
series of burns one second in duration does not permit sufficient
bulk propellant settling for the trap to refill. Partial refilling
can be atiLicipateds but satisfactory performance cannot be assured
with the imposed restrictions. As previously discussed, a trap
capable of holding enough propellant for 50 restarts without re-
fill is impractical. This concept does merit further consideration
in smaller, low flowrate systems where the burn profile provides
more bulk propellant settling time so the trap can refill.
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VIII. SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS
Table IV presents a summary of the evaluations of the various
techniques that appear to have sufficient merit to rate considera-
tion for the Phase II detail design study. As indicated, none of
the systems satisfies all of the design criteria.
For the case of no hardware changes, only the capillary sys-
tem can be considered. All of the other systems require config-
uration modifications that violate the definition of no hardware
change. The recommended design would be of the type shown in
Fig. 22.
For the no hardware limitations design, several candidates
appear to offer advantages depending on the relative importance
of the different design objectives to the total program. However,
in consideration of general applicability, the capillary system
with a design such as that illustrated in Fig. 27 is the recom-
mended technique. The second choice recommendation would be a
non-metallic bladder concept. The bladder and diaphragm tech-
niques have similar merit, but the serviceability and inspection
aspect of the removable bladder gives it a slight edge.
The metallic systems offer the advantage of a nonpermeable
membrane between the propellant and pressurant. While none of
these systems appears well suited for this application, the Con-
ospheroid reversing diaphragm does offer the potential for a
reasonably light weight multiple cycle system.
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